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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Executive summary
In 2018, DG Finance had to deal with
regulatory changes and invest in major
preparatory work, on top of its operational
activities, in what was a changing environment:

 the entry into force of the new Financial
Regulation;

 a new regulatory framework for funding
European parties and foundations;

 the administrative groundwork for Brexit;
 the prospective European elections in May

2019, and the new intake of Members.

DG Finance nonetheless managed to
discharge its basic tasks of coordinating
Parliament’s budgetary and financial activities
and of providing financial support for Members’
activities and for political structures. To do so,
it pursued a strategy of modifying and
strengthening:

 its structure, in particular by converting two
services into units so as to provide more
effective support for, and step up the actions
involved in, assisting Members and making
travel arrangements;

 interdepartmental synergies by, for instance,
centralising the handling of legal questions in
the Compliance Monitoring Unit set up in
2017.

However, all those tasks were carried out in a
context of human resource scarcity and
mobility, meaning that priority had to be given
to core services for Members and for
Parliament, leading to problems with the extent

of checks made, deadlines, the speed with
which payments were made, and expenditure
regularisation operations. That trend and its
adverse impact (e.g. deteriorating well-being at
work and more long-term sickness) became
more marked during the year.

With regard to budget implementation, use of
final appropriations allocated was stable in
2018 at what was a satisfactory 99.2% of EUR
403.7 million.

The projects in the DG Finance Parliamentary
Project Portfolio 2017-2019 give effect to the
multiannual digitisation strategy to develop
efficient and innovative financial support
services for Parliament’s political and financial
stakeholders:

 73% of projects were complete at year-end
2018;

 the strategic Financial Management
System (FMS) SAP project (FINS P1) is
proceeding on schedule;

 the project to automate the attendance
register for Members (FINS P5), for which
the choice of technological solution had
been delayed, will go into production in
2019.

The process digitisation strategy, which
includes in particular projects to re-engineer
the IT applications for managing Members’
social and financial entitlements, will continue
in 2019, with due diligence being exercised so
as to prevent delays.
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2. Environment of the Directorate-
General, objectives and results

2.1. The Directorate-General
(mission statement,
operational context)

TASKS

DG Finance plays a vital role in providing high-
level client services.

Its main objectives and activities fall into two
categories:

(a) First, DG Finance is the administrative body
responsible for Parliament’s budgetary and
financial affairs. Its task is to coordinate and
supervise the following activities in an efficient
manner:

 drawing up and verifying the budget, and
then ensuring that it is implemented
properly;

 keeping Parliament’s official accounts and
executing treasury operations, including
making payments on time;

 dissemination of financial know-how and
expertise in support of Parliament’s various
stakeholders.

(b) Second, DG Finance directly helps
Members – and their parliamentary assistants
– perform their duties by providing them with
the funds they need to do so, with the constant
aim of improving client service in relation to:

 managing financial and social entitlements
(parliamentary assistance allowance,
salaries, pensions, general expenditure
allowances, travel allowance, medical
expenses) for serving and former Members;

 travel services tailored to Members’ needs
(travel service, travel agency, coordination
with the Crisis Cell);

 financing the structures for Members’
political work: funding for political groups in
Parliament and for European parties and
foundations, non-attached Members, and
parliamentary associations.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives for DG Finance for 2018 are
part of the 2017-2019 strategic framework it
has adopted, the long-term aim of which is to:

 provide a simplified financial management
environment for Parliament’s political and
financial stakeholders;

 foster financial knowledge-building and
autonomy.

In that connection, significant efforts continued
to be made in 2018 for ongoing investment in
the digitisation of financial processes, with a
view to enhancing client service, administrative
efficiency and the level of checks. In pursuit of
that objective, projects under the DG Finance
Parliamentary Project Portfolio were taken
forward, including:

 introduction of on-line reimbursement of
Members’ medical expenses (FINS 6) and
automation of the central attendance register
(FINS 7), with a view to speeding up
payments of related entitlements;
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 the new, integrated FMS SAP project (FINS
1), for which DG Finance remains the lead
department for coordinating all Parliament-
level groundwork with a view to going live, as
projected, in 2020;

 extending the functionalities of the e-Portal,
which was launched in 2016, as the single
entry point for Members to manage their
financial and social entitlements.

In addition, DG Finance continued work on
internal projects to re-engineer IT applications
for managing Members’ social and financial
entitlements and for funding the activities of
non-attached Members.

Lastly, the objectives of DG Finance included -
alongside its basic tasks - all groundwork for
2019 milestone events, i.e.:

 the entry into force of new regulatory
frameworks (Financial Regulation; funding
for European political parties and
foundations);

 Brexit in March 2019;
 the May 2019 European elections.

RISKS

High risk continued to surround the activities of
DG Finance in 2018, eight risks being identified
in the general risk register. In most cases,
however, after palliative measures were
factored in, the level of residual risk remained
stable, e.g.:

 obsolescence of the DG’s IT applications
(high);

 risk of IT failure (high);
 irregular payments as a result of incorrect

declarations or incomplete supporting
documentation (medium);

 serious disruption to travel undertaken by
Members and staff (medium);

 risk to DG Finance as a result of a no-deal
Brexit (low).

As regards the FMS SAP project, the major
risks inherent to the implementation stage have
been fully contained to date.
Three other risks merited particularly close
attention in 2018, i.e.:

Risk of insolvency and cessation of
activities of recipients of grants from
Parliament (European parties and
foundations)

In line with the rules, advance payments are
made to recipients of such funding. If scrutiny
of the eligibility of expenditure shows that it is
necessary to recover some of the money paid
in advance, recipients need to be sufficiently
solvent. DG Finance’s experience in recent
years has shown, in the light of the
identification of an increasing number of
irregularities, that recipients are starting to
have problems with solvency and other
financial issues, sometimes being wound up by
court order during the financial year. Although
the new regulatory framework in force since 1
January 2018 has made individual party
leaders and heads of foundations more
accountable, has made provision for the
Authority to apply penalties and is reducing the
number of financially unsound recipients, its
effect at the same time is to increase the
prefinancing ceiling to 100%. Given the budget
allocated - stable in 2018, but markedly up in
2019 with a view to the European elections -
the risk level remains high. The prudential
measures introduced by the Bureau for the
previous financial year, such as restricting
advance payments to one third of total
expenditure and requiring that a bank
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guarantee be submitted prior to payment,
remain applicable where there is a risk. As a
result of those measures, advance payments
were not made to seven recipients for the
financial year 2017, for which the relevant
accounts were closed in 2018. The closure
procedure culminated in the issuing of eight
recovery orders.  For the financial year 2018,
there were 20 recipients, which is fewer than in
2017 (31); they were rated financially stable, as
a result of which advance payments were
made at the maximum rate (100% of the
maximum amount awarded).

Risk of insolvency as a result of the
dissolution of a political group
Providing funding for political groups poses
insolvency risks. The political groups manage
the funds allocated in their entirety to them at
the start of the year in accordance with the
principles of indirect management of funds
(Article 62(1)(c) of the Financial Regulation
applying mutatis mutandis). There is a risk that
funds will be used for ineligible purposes. In
2017, accordingly, the external auditor issued
a qualified opinion on one group’s 2016
accounts. Where there are no other sources of
income, it may prove difficult to recover funds
that have been disbursed. In addition to
potential financial losses - for Parliament,
should a group be dissolved, the theoretical
maximum loss is two years’ worth of funding -
the reputational risk would be significant. The
level of risk is medium, but continues to be
monitored, given the unstable political
environment (forthcoming European elections
plus Brexit). Palliative measures in respect of
this risk are limited. DG Finance continues to
provide political groups with guidance and ad
hoc assistance in connection with financial
management rules, in particular as regards

authorising and settling expenditure and
applying procurement procedures.

Risk as a result of human resource
uncertainty
The human resource situation in DG Finance is
a matter of constant concern; since 2017, more
specifically, it has been flagged up as a major
risk. DG Finance has a limited number of staff
to manage a substantial budget that requires a
commensurate level of checks to be carried
out.

In 2018, a number of improvements were made
that, in part, mitigated the human resource risk
in continuation of the process of making radical
changes to the DG: formal setting up of a
number of units, clarifying management
structures, increasing the number of
administrators by upgrading assistants’ posts,
and greater use of contract staff.

There is an ongoing risk as a result of
insufficient resources, however, because of the
need for appropriate checks, disputes involving
the courts and major investment in various IT
projects supporting the process of change to
job profiles in DG Finance.

As a result of the policy of systematic mobility
for AST officials and the fact that contract staff
contracts come to an end, personnel turnover
increases and restructuring efforts are very
much undermined.

DG Finance units are also particularly
vulnerable where staff members are absent at
the same time - combination of individuals
leaving the service and long-term absences -
as a result of which working patterns speed up
unreasonably, checks are inevitably scaled
back, and there is a deterioration in the quality
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of service provided for Members and in-house
clients.

In 2018, as a result, there were long-term
absences in a number of units, with staff
increasingly exhausted and demotivated
despite the introduction of new ways of
communicating and fostering team spirit, a
worsening trend in financial-initiation error
rates, longer periods for reimbursements for
Members, slower payment rates, and delays
with IT projects.

MAJOR EVENTS IN 2018

Changes to the regulatory framework
The new Financial Regulation came into force
on 2 August 2018; it affects how assigned
revenue is managed, what imprest
administrators can do, how recovery
operations are carried out and how the political
groups are funded; the Internal Rules on the
implementation of the European Parliament’s
budget have also had to be substantially
overhauled as a result.

The Implementing Measures for the Statute for
Members (IMSM) were amended by the
Bureau on 11 June 2018, specifically as
regards electronic attestation of attendance, so
as to harmonise how travel and subsistence
expenses are reimbursed.

On 10 December 2018 the Bureau amended
the rules governing the Additional (Voluntary)
Pension Fund, raising retirement age from 63
to 65 and introducing a 5% levy on new pension
rights acquired. The Italian Chamber of
Deputies amended the pension rules
applicable to former members of the upper and
lower houses of parliament, reducing payments

by between 50% and 65%. The dedicated IT
applications had to be modified accordingly.

Changes in structure
The MEP Portal, which performs a front-office
function for Members, used to be a service; in
summer 2018, it became a unit and personnel
was increased by three contract staff members
in order to handle the additional workload in
connection with the elections. The old Travel
Organisation Service became a unit, too, with
two services: one dealing with travel
arrangements for the groups, delegations and
events, the other managing contracts with
direct service providers.

Within the Information Technology Unit, an E-
Portal Service was set up - separate from the
service providing ITT support for the DG - to
handle the growth in digitised services and in
the number of users.

In early 2018, professional training services for
Members (IT and language courses) were
transferred from DG Finance to DG Personnel.
Because of the departure of the staff
concerned, including the head of unit, the
residual set-up was drawn on to set up two
services in DG Finance: the Procurement
Service and the Human Resources Service.

Later on in the year, the reimbursement
function in connection with Members’
professional training expenses was brought
back from DG Personnel.

Changes in the way in which work is
organised
All of DG Finance was successfully relocated
from the TREVES building to the MARTENS
building in March 2018.
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The decisions taken in 2018 on granting
funding for European political parties and
foundations are governed by Regulation No
1141/2014, which lays down new
responsibilities, strengthening the role of DG
Finance as Parliament’s relevant authorising
department, while verification of eligibility
criteria is a matter that falls to the Authority for
European political parties and European
political foundations.

The Compliance Monitoring Unit, which was
set up in 2017, has become the key contact
point in connection with all disputes involving
the DG. It is now the central handling point for
Members’ complaints, carries out the
groundwork for decisions by the Secretary-
General, the Quaestors or the Bureau, and
coordinates responses to requests from the
Legal Service, OLAF and national authorities.

As part of the process of refocusing activities,
as advocated by Parliament’s Secretary-
General, DG Finance has arranged for its
accredited-assistant management
responsibilities to be transferred to DG
Personnel. There has been no break in dealing
with matters relating to accredited assistants,
and the contact point switchover has gone
smoothly, because of the coordinated
approach taken by the two directorates-general
concerned, the appropriate support provided in
the form of training courses, and the fact that
there has been ongoing dialogue.

Other changes
The progress of Brexit negotiations, including
the key stages in the discussions on Brexit, has
been monitored at all times. Accordingly,
whether in connection with Members’
pensions, transitional allowances, travel
expenses or the expiry of parliamentary

assistance contracts, the changes involved
have been provided for and the groundwork for
them has been carried out.

Since September 2018, DG Finance has also
been responsible for monitoring the travel
arrangements for groups that Members have
personally made via Parliament’s travel agency
(65 sponsored visitor groups plus 131 other
events).

2.2. Key results and progress
towards achieving objectives

PARLIAMENT’S BUDGETARY AND
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

Drafting and verification of the budget,
and monitoring its implementation
Recurrent tasks to provide services to the
Committee on Budgets (COBU) and the
Committee on Budgetary Control (CONT) were
carried out as planned in 2018. DG Finance is
responsible for coordination between all the
DGs and the Secretary-General with regard to
the budgetary procedure, monitoring
implementation of the budget and discharge,
as well as with regard to budget transfers,
financial statements and reports by the Court of
Auditors.

Official accounts and treasury
operations
The Treasury Service in DG Finance made
340 000 bank transfers on behalf of
Parliament, totalling EUR 1 841 million, which
was slightly up on 2017. The e-Invoices project
was completed, making it possible for
electronic invoices from suppliers to be
transferred from the Commission’s e-Prior
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platform to Parliament’s accounting systems.
DG Finance was also instrumental in the
successful rollout of ISEP, the new IT system
designed to keep an inventory of all
Parliament’s assets. The system ran without a
hitch as it was used to close the accounts for
the first time.

The aim of the FMS SAP project is to transfer
Parliament’s finance-related IT systems to a
software package developed by SAP. This
remains one of DG Finance’s strategic
multiannual projects. The system is to go live
on 1 January 2020. In 2018, DG Finance met
the relevant objectives and completed
substantial parts of the plan drawn up for the
project, namely the development and testing of
the ‘Core functionalities’ and ‘Cost accounting’
part of the package. In parallel, significant
project resources were given over to
configuring the SAP integration environment
and coordinating with the various DGs to create
interfaces between the SAP package and their
local applications, finalising their cost
accounting and planning their cutover (i.e.
everything the DGs must do in advance to
ensure that the system works when it goes
live).

Financial expertise for Parliament’s
stakeholders
DG Finance played an active role in the
negotiations with the Commission on some
parts of the new Financial Regulation. With a
view to the entry into force of the new Financial
Regulation, DG Finance reviewed all the texts
in use at Parliament that are based on the
Financial Regulation. In doing so, DG Finance
also took account of the future functionalities of
the SAP system. As a result of those efforts,

new internal rules on budget implementation
were drawn up, alongside new charters for
financial actors. This involved the Bureau, the
CONT Committee, the Internal Auditor and the
Inter-DG Steering Group on Finance.
DG Finance updated the standard contracts in
use at Parliament, as well as all procurement
documents and the Vade Mecum on public
procurement. The new Financial Regulation
was adopted on a very tight schedule, which
meant that the relevant departments had to
react very quickly, meeting short deadlines.
Briefings were arranged for all Parliament’s
staff in the three places of work.

DG Finance has continued to provide advice
and answer questions both via its helpdesk and
in the training sessions organised for those
involved in finance at Parliament. The DG
provided the secretariat, and carried out
preparatory work, for the Public Procurement
Forum. It also coordinated the Inter-DG
Steering Group on Finance.

SUPPORT FOR MEMBERS AND THEIR
PARLIAMENTARY ASSISTANTS, AS WELL
AS FOR POLITICAL STRUCTURES, BY
PROVIDING THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
NEEDED TO CARRY OUT THEIR DUTIES

Managing Members’ financial and
social entitlements (parliamentary
assistance allowances, salaries,
pensions, general expenditure
allowance, travel allowances, training,
medical expenses)

In order to carry out their tasks as effectively as
possible, the units involved maintain regular
contact with Members, their assistants and
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the relevant administrative authorities.
Preparations for the new parliamentary term
and the end of the current Members’ term of
office led to an increase in workload during
2018 against the backdrop of a critical situation
with regard to human resources.

MEPs’ Portal and e-Portal

The MEPs’ Portal and the e-Portal comprise a
twin-track strategy for dealing with Members
both in person and electronically. This was
enhanced with an eye to the imminent start of
a new parliamentary term. It was a unique
opportunity to encourage Members to submit
their requests for financial and social
entitlements electronically. A publicity drive to
promote the e-Portal (PPP FINS 11) led to an
additional 202 Members being given access
rights in 2018 (out of a combined total of over
600 users). Workflows with the three payment
units were consolidated. A special proxy rights
system was developed to allow accredited
parliamentary assistants to manage Members’
financial and social entitlements. Systematic
use of the JIRA tool has made it possible to
register all the documents submitted (whether
accepted or rejected) and all the questions put
to the front office. In addition,
acknowledgements of receipt are now sent for
all submissions concerning employment
contracts, provision of services, traineeship
agreements and modifications. Preliminary
checks are managed via the MEPs’ Portal,
which also routes requests. Over 68 280
requests were received, which is an average of
1 423 transactions per week via the front desk,
by email, phone or post. The MEPs’ Portal Unit,

working alongside staff in other DGs, produced
a brochure with a compilation of frequently
asked questions concerning the end of
Members’ term of office. It also organised
159 individual briefings for Members, in six
languages, ‘Leaving the EP? Your financial and
social rights as a former MEP’. Opening up the
e-Portal for access by paying agents was
postponed to 2019.

Members’ salaries and social entitlements

Salaries, transitional allowances and pensions:
the unit initiated 323 payment orders in 2018,
resulting in 23 807 payments.  On 1 January
2018, Members and former Members were
given on-line access to the Joint Sickness
Insurance Scheme thanks to efforts made by
the Members’ Salaries and Social Entitlements
Unit in cooperation with the Commission. The
unit was also responsible for managing the
invitation to tender for the renewal of the
Members’ insurance contract. Owing to
historical risk factors, internal ex post
verification was successfully carried out on the
financial information set out in 318 files relating
to pensions pursuant to Annex III to the Rules
governing the payment of expenses and
allowances to Members. No irregularities were
found. In this extremely busy situation,
significant human resources are still devoted to
providing advice to Members (and the
increasing number of former Members
receiving statutory pensions) on the
reimbursement of medical expenses.
Continuous efforts are also required to manage
the files of Members with disabilities.
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The number of files relating to Members’
pensions is constantly on the increase, as
shown in the graph below.

Parliamentary assistance allowances and
Members’ general expenditure allowance

In total, 28 000 transactions were handled in
2018 (requests to draw up and amend
parliamentary assistance contracts, invoices
from service providers), generating 41 000
payments.

Now that activities relating to the management
of APAs have been transferred to
DG Personnel, the Parliamentary Assistance
and Members’ General Expenditure Unit can
focus its efforts on Members’ local assistants,
paying agents, service providers, trainees and
the general expenditure allowance. During the
second half of the year, workflows were
assessed, described and streamlined, with
more checks and file traceability brought in.
This was made necessary owing to the scant
resources available, the fact that GAP, the IT
tool in use, had become obsolete, and delays
in the delivery of ‘Assist’, its replacement.

Despite unprecedented efforts, it was not
possible to complete the regularisation of files
relating to 2017 within the desired time frame.

Building on work that started in 2017,
DG Finance was involved in overhauling the
rules governing the Members’ general
expenditure allowance. A draft list of defrayable
expenses was used as the basis for a policy
debate at the Bureau meeting of 16 April 2018.
In a vote held on 2 July 2018, the Bureau
decided to maintain the arrangements under
which the allowance is transferred to a specific,
non-exclusive account, and to leave it up to
Members to have checks carried out on
expenditure charged. The relevant
departments can initiate a check where there is
sufficient information to suggest that one is
necessary. No changes needed to be made to
the IMSM as a result of these conclusions.

At the Bureau meeting of 12 December 2018,
DG Finance submitted a draft set of rules
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concerning Members’ trainees in order to
address shortcomings in the rules in force and
bring them into line with those applying to
trainees within Parliament’s Secretariat.

Travel services tailored to Members’
needs (payment of Members’ travel
expenses, travel organisation service,
travel agency)
A total of 219 000 individual payment
transactions (daily subsistence allowances,
reimbursement of travel expenses, hotel bills,
etc.), representing EUR 71 million in
payments, were handled in 2018. DG Finance
is pursuing a number of digitisation initiatives in
order to enhance the services provided to

Members, as well as to address the fact that
resources are increasingly scarce and the
significant risk of irregularities. In addition to the
‘Flown’ project involving the automatic
reimbursement of air tickets issued by
Parliament’s travel agency, tests on the
automation of the Members’ central attendance
register were launched in late 2018
(PPP FINS 5). The latter project had been
delayed owing to external problems with data
protection. These projects fall under the
strategic objective of simplifying administrative
procedures for Members, including automated
reimbursements without prior declaration.
The graph below shows the steep increase in
automation, with a rise of 2.58 points in 2018.

Uncertainty with regard to human resources
has significantly lengthened payment
periods, which stood at an average of 12 days
in 2018 compared with eight in 2017. In order
to keep payment times for MEPs within
‘reasonable’ limits - processing can sometimes
take up to five months - exceptional measures
have been taken, including cutting back on
checks on payments initiated. Pressure on
human resources has also led to delays in the
IT project for the introduction of Items, the new
application to be used to manage Members’
travel and subsistence expenses.

During 2018, Parliament’s travel agency
handled 167 288 transactions in all - 13% up
on 2017. This was chiefly the result of large
numbers of rail and air ticket bookings (up 16%
and 8.5% respectively). The volume of hotel
reservations remained stable. These figures,
which include cancellations on various
grounds, show the volatility of the travel sector
at Parliament, and the effort that goes into
balancing out the workload among the relevant
departments. Arrangements were made for a
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total of 302 parliamentary delegation visits
away from the three places of work (including
172 outside the EU), involving a total of
5 734 participants.  The ACP and EuroLat
delegation visits to Benin and Panama
respectively were particularly difficult to
organise, given the itineraries and timetables
involved.

Once again, in 2018, a number of events
occurred that affected travellers at Parliament,
including strikes affecting rail and air services,
accidents, breakdowns and bad weather. The
travellers affected by those events were kept
informed and given assistance with alternative
arrangements and new reservations thanks to
effective cooperation between the Travel
Management Unit in DG Finance and the travel
agency.

DG Finance selected a new travel agency in
August 2018, following an interinstitutional call
for tenders, in line with the timetable laid down
for the contract. The rest of the year was spent
paving the way for the new agency to become
officially operational on 1 January 2019. The
highly complex nature of travel services at
Parliament meant that intensive coordination
was required among all those involved, both
internally and externally.

Financing the structures for Members’
political work: the financing of political
groups in Parliament and of European
parties and foundations, non-attached
Members, and associations
Activities in 2018 were satisfactorily completed
as regards the closure of grants and
contributions awarded under the 2017
procedure and the 2019 allocations.

The number of European parties and
foundations that did not fully comply with their
obligations under the relevant rules increased,
standing at 10 at the end of 2018 (up five on
2017). Grant decisions for five beneficiaries
were revoked on account of insolvency or
liquidation. The other five beneficiaries were
unable to provide the reports required under
the rules or ultimately did not take up the grant.

Departments within DG Finance are more
regularly being asked to provide input in
response to the increasing public and political
interest in the financing of political structures.
Such tasks were the subject of 14 of the 32
agenda items relating to DG Finance that were
dealt with at Bureau meetings.

Handling complaints and disputes
The Compliance Monitoring Unit was set up in
DG Finance in 2017. Since then, cooperation
with the various operational units has made it
possible for OLAF files to be managed in a
more uniform way, and for roles to be
distributed more effectively.  The unit
harmonised the templates used for decisions
following a number of IMSM-related complaints
submitted to the Bureau, the Quaestors and the
Secretary-General (30 in 2018). The unit made
sure that the replies were in keeping with the
various requests, taking account of the new
rules on the protection of natural persons with
regard to data processing. DG Finance
consolidated its role as central coordinator of
replies to requests from Parliament’s Legal
Service and national courts. Various advanced
methodologies and tools were used (evaluation
of evidence, case-law tables) in handling
disputes relating to Members’ financial and
social entitlements.
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MANAGEMENT OF CROSS-CUTTING
RESOURCES IN DG FINANCE

Human resources management
The number of posts in DG Finance has been
steadily decreasing for several years now. Two
AST posts were removed from the
establishment plan as part of efforts to cut
posts by 5%. The total number of staff in the
DG at the end of 2018 stood at 222, as against
252 at the end of 2015. There was also a
significant incidence of long-term absence, as
well as vacancies resulting from natural
mobility of staff and Parliament’s mobility
policy. The combined effect of these factors
has placed a strain on the DG’s human
resources (see Risks section).

The policies on AST mobility and post-cutting,
as well as long-term absences, hit the
Accounting and Treasury Unit very hard in
2018. The remaining staff in the unit had a very
heavy workload for much of 2018. This has
slowed the pace at which the unit is able to
work, resulting in just one batch of payments
being made per day, rather than the two
batches usually made across Parliament as a
whole.

Half the posts in the unit responsible for
providing financial expertise to all those
involved in internal finance at Parliament were
affected by mobility, leading to a loss of
Parliament-specific knowledge and a reduced
service capacity.

In the unit responsible for parliamentary
assistance, any sick leave, annual leave or
staff departures are critical in terms of staffing
levels. In order to ensure that payments are
made, staff are working noticeably longer hours
each day. If this situation persists, the amount

of checking done will have to be reduced,
thereby increasing the financial risks for
Parliament. Continuity of management and of
payments cannot therefore be guaranteed in
the long term, and delays in the reimbursement
process can thus be expected.

Staffing in the Members’ Travel and
Subsistence Expenses Unit was particularly
problematic at the end of the year, a situation
exacerbated by the fact that it is split between
Brussels and Luxembourg. Some 40% of staff
in the unit are on fixed-term contracts (contract,
temporary and agency staff). During 2018,
eight officials left the unit, which had an overall
staff turnover of 20%.

The Committee on Budgets supported
DG Finance’s recruitment of contract staff to
provide backup in preparing for the new
parliamentary term, as well as addressing the
need to support the DG’s shift towards
providing more services for Members, and
boosting IT integration and checks via
increased digitisation of information. Now it has
begun, this transition phase requires
investment over several years, and there is a
need to maintain – and even increase, within
reasonable limits – the use of contract staff in
the years to come. This increased reliance on
contract staff (i.e. less stable resources),
combined with the mobility policy, poses a risk
when it comes to capitalising on know-how, in
the short term, in the very specialised areas in
which the DG works, and when it comes to
maintaining the budget appropriations for
medium-term contract staff. 2018 was the first
year in which the mobility procedure was
compulsory for ASTs. DG Finance exceeded
its targets for the first year of the 2018-2020
transitional period by 33%.
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In order to improve resource efficiency and
well-being at work for staff, DG Finance is
making every effort to manage human
resources so as to strike a balance between
budgetary, IT, occupational and staffing
requirements. In the longer term, once the new
IT systems are up and running and have
started to produce the desired effects in the
areas of automation and monitoring,
DG Finance will conduct a thorough analysis of
the way it is organised and run, in order to
identify the best options with a view to
reconciling the various tasks, risk levels,
structures and resources.

Property management
Support was given, as planned, to staff
members and units when it came to moving all
of DG Finance from the TREVES building to
the MARTENS building in March 2018. The
move was a success.

Management of DG Finance’s IT
resources
Administration of the IT applications and
ancillary services used to deal with Members’
financial and social entitlements (i.e. day-to-
day assistance, problem-solving and carrying
out the analyses and tests needed in
connection with future developments of the
applications concerned) was conducted as
planned.

By the end of 2018, a total of 654 Members and
424 APAs (with proxy access) had received
authorisation to access the e-Portal. They used
it to generate some 26 000 e-forms and consult
35 000 items of e-data. These figures were well
up on 2017 (11 000 and 24 000 respectively)
thanks to the publicity drive that was mounted.
Version 2.0 of the e-Portal, with a new graphic

interface for users, has now been stabilised.

Procurement
Seven procurement procedures were
conducted in all, including the interinstitutional
invitation to tender for the new travel agency. A
number of specific contracts and order forms
were also drawn up as part of framework
contracts and administrative agreements (a
total of 23 files in 2018).

PARLIAMENTARY PROJECT PORTFOLIO

In 2018, DG Finance continued to implement
the projects listed in its Parliamentary Project
Portfolio (PPP). 2017-2019. The DG’s PPP
initially consisted of 10 projects, with an 11th
being added during the year:

– FINS P1: Financial Management System
(FMS/SAP)

– FINS P2: New Financial Regulation

– FINS P3: Improved financial training

– FINS P4: e-Portal: a single secure entry
point to deal with Members’ financial and
social entitlements

– FINS P5: Automation of Members’
attendance register

– FINS P6: On-line reimbursement tool (JSIS
on-line) for Members’ medical expenses

– FINS P7: Members’ travel: transversal
integration of financial information across
services

– FINS P8: Digitisation of procedures for the
financing of political and information activities
of non-attached Members

– FINS P9: Financial training for political
groups in the European Parliament
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– FINS P10: Preparing the transition to the
new rules on financing for European parties
and foundations – Grant year 2018 and
beyond

– FINS P11: Promoting the e-Portal (added
during 2018)

Projects FINS P2, FINS P6 and FINS P9 have
been completed; a note concerning the
projects concerned has been sent to the
Secretary-General.

Projects FINS P3, FINS P10 and FINS P11 are
ongoing and on schedule; they should be
completed by the end of the first quarter in
2019.

Projects FINS P7 and FINS P8 (a new
timetable for which was adopted in July 2018
after they had been put on hold the previous
year) are now linked in with the IT plan. Both
should be completed by the end of the second
half of 2019, which is the overall deadline for
the 2017-2019 PPP.

Project FINS P1 is proceeding in line with the
initial schedule and is due to be launched in
January 2020.

Project FINS P5 was delayed in the light of
reservations expressed by the political
authorities and those responsible for personal
data protection concerning the legality of
attendance procedures based on biometrics.
An alternative system based on the new
electronic pass for Members is currently being
tested. The project might be completed after
the 2017-2019 PPP ends.

FINS P4 is a twin-track project focusing both on
back-office applications and, following the
setting up of an internal DG Finance project
team in response to the Secretary-General’s
decision of 13 April 2018, on Members’
financial requests and entitlements. The back-
office applications have been developed in line
with the initial timetable. Where Members’
financial requests and entitlements are
concerned, the relevant forms need to be
assessed, corrected and developed. With
those forms in mind, the scope of
Project FINS P4 has been modified and the
deadline postponed until after the first half of
2019.
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3. Resources management

3.1. Human resources
In 2018, the main developments in human
resources in DG Finance were as follows:

- A steady decrease in the number of posts in
the DG;

- The DG converted two AST posts into AD
posts;

- Two AST posts were abolished as part of the
overall reduction in posts (initially 5% over five
years, then extended for two years by a further
1% a year, making a 7% reduction over seven
years in total);

- The Human Resources and Members’
Professional Training Unit was reorganised to
form a Human Resources Service and a
Procurement Service. The Members’

professional training part was transferred to DG
Personnel on 1 January 2018 (with the transfer
of one AD post and two AST posts (officials),
and seven contract staff and temporary staff
members). Two months later, two AST officials
returned to DG Finance and were assigned to
another unit;

- At the same time, the number of contract staff
continued to increase, mainly owing to the
preparatory work for Brexit and the task force
for the forthcoming elections;

- 2018 was the first year in which the mobility
procedure was compulsory for ASTs. DG
Finance exceeded its targets set for the first
year of the 2018-2020 transitional period by
33%.

ESTABLISHMENT PLAN

AD AST AST/SC Total AD AST AST/SC Total

Permanent posts 55 118 6 179 53 125 5 183

Temporary posts 2 2 4 1 5

Total 57 118 6 181 57 126 5 188

on 01/01/2017on 01/01/2018
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STAFF NUMBERS AT 31.12.2018

AD AST AST/SC Total

Officials 56 104 5 165

Temporary staff 3 4 0 7

- in temporary posts 1 1

- in permanent posts 2 3 5

- offsetting staff working part time 1 1

Contract staff 45

Seconded national experts (SNE) 0

Agency staff 5

Total 222

3.2. Financial and budgetary
management

INITIAL AND FINAL APPROPRIATIONS

At 31 December 2018, DG Finance’s final
appropriations for the year amounted to EUR
405 069 000 as a result of the following
movements:

Initial
appropriations = 419 486 000 EUR

Adjusted initial
appropriations = 420 286 000 EUR

Transfer C3 - 200 000 EUR
Transfer S22 - 350 000 EUR
Transfer C7 - 700 000 EUR
Transfer S33 - 7 515 000 EUR
Transfer C11 - 6 452 000 EUR
Final
appropriations = 405 069 000 EUR

In March 2018, the initial appropriations were
increased by EUR 800 000 from Item 1050
(Language and computer courses), which was
transferred back to DG Finance after having

been allocated to DG Personnel on 1 January
2018.

As a result, DG Finance’s adjusted initial
appropriations amounted to EUR 420 286 000.

Transfers totalling EUR 15 217 000 reduced
this allocation by 3.6%.

At 31 December 2018, DG Finance’s final
appropriations totalled EUR 405 069 000, 2%
more than in 2017 (+EUR 8 112 725).

Changes in DG Finance appropriations
for the year over 2017
There was a significant increase against some
articles and items over 31 December 2017:

 100 (Salaries and allowances)
(+EUR 3 460 000), particularly the salaries
item, which covers Members’ salaries
(+EUR 1 280 000) and travel expenses
(+EUR 1 650 000), on account of inflation;

 4000 (Administrative expenditure of the
political groups and non-attached Members)
(+EUR 2 950 000) on account of inflation;
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 2150 (Computing and telecommunications -
investment in projects) (+EUR 1 550 000),
which covers only the project to overhaul
Parliament’s financial system.

Changes in final appropriations for the
financial year 2018
During the year, five transfers (including the
mopping-up transfer) against current
appropriations were duly approved, reducing
DG Finance’s allocation by EUR 15 217 000 on
the following basis:

 Transfer C3 of EUR 200 000 from Item 3200
(Acquisition of expertise) to DG Personnel
Item 1400 (Recruitment of staff) enabled DG
Finance to recruit eight contract staff
members in 2018, the aim being for them to
become operational from the beginning of
2019 in view of the additional workload in
connection with Brexit and the new
parliamentary term.

 Transfer S22 was for EUR 350 000 to be
transferred to DG ITEC, under Item 2105
(Computing and telecommunications), with a
view to ensuring the continuity of the
Innovation Service’s advisory services.

 From the budget items for Members’
retirement pensions (1030) and survivor’s
pensions (1032), transfer C7 increased
appropriations by EUR 700 000 to cover the
planned expenditure for DG Translation’s
external translation services.

 With transfer S33, a reallocation of EUR
7 515 000 from DG Finance to DG Personnel
under budget Item 4220 (Expenditure relating
to parliamentary assistance) covered the
additional needs identified for paying the
salaries, mission expenses and external

training costs of accredited parliamentary
assistants until the end of 2018.

 With transfer C11, DG Finance contributed
EUR 6.4 million to the end-of-year mopping-
up transfer for construction work on the KAD
building.

FINAL APPROPRIATIONS AND
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTED

At 31 December 2018, commitments amounted
to EUR 403 701 465, which was 99.7% of final
appropriations. The total amount of
appropriations committed increased by 2%
(+EUR 7 898 705), with exactly the same
commitment rate as in 2017.

The main differences in amounts committed
between 2017 and 2018 were:

 1031 (Invalidity pensions (PEAM)) (46.6%),
reduction owing to natural demographic
developments concerning beneficiaries;

 2105 (Computing and telecommunications –
investment in projects) (+29.5%), increase
owing to investment (development and
maintenance) in the implementation phase of
the FMS project;

 3200 (Acquisition of expertise) (+33%), item
dependent on requests for analyses and
audits by services (such as the IT risk
analysis for the FMS programme or specific
consultancy on IFRS in relation to European
parties and foundations).

The breakdown of commitments in 2018 by
chapter is as follows:
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APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTED AND
PAYMENTS MADE

At 31 December 2018, DG Finance’s payments
amounted to EUR 371 097 643, which was
91.9% of appropriations committed.

Payments increased by EUR 13 359 470 over
2017, with the rate of payments against final
appropriations rising by 1.5%.

This is mainly due to the new rules in force on
the financing of European political parties and
foundations, which, since 2018, have provided
for prefinancing of 100% of the maximum
amount granted instead of 80% previously
(Items 4020 (Funding of European political
parties) and 4030 (Funding of European
political foundations)).

At 31 December 2018, DG Finance had a
balance of commitments to be carried over of
EUR 32 603 822 (8% of final appropriations),
divided mainly among the following items

(percentage of total appropriations to carry
over):

 1004 (Members’ ordinary travel expenses)
and 1005 (Other travel expenses) (41.2%)
These appropriations cover expenses
resulting from requests submitted in
accordance with Article 65(4)(a) of the IMSM.
In accordance with the rules, Members can
submit requests for reimbursement for travel
undertaken in 2018 until 31 October 2019.
Each year, appropriations are carried over so
as to cover that expenditure on the basis of
statistical estimates.
The increase in commitments to be carried
over to the next financial year stems in
particular from the extension of the payment
periods at the end of the year on account of
the significant human resources difficulties
encountered by the relevant unit responsible.

 4220 (Expenditure relating to parliamentary
assistance) (31%)

Members of the
institution = 51.5%

21 - Computer systems,
equipment and furniture =

1.6%

23 - Current administrative
expenditure = 0.1%

30 - Meetings and
conferences = 0.6%

32 - Expertise and information :
acquisition, archiving,

production and dissemination =
0.1%

40 - Expenditure relating to
certain institutions and bodies

= 27.8%

42 - Expenditure relating
to parliamentary

assistance = 18.2%

44 - Meetings and other
activities of current and
former Members = 0.1%
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These appropriations were intended to cover
costs arising in 2018 for Members’ local
assistants which would only be regularised in
2019;

 2105 (Computing and telecommunications –
investment in projects) (17.6%)
These appropriations relate exclusively to the
overhaul of Parliament’s financial system and
are earmarked for the payment of services
contracted in 2018 for the development cycle
of the new system (basic configuration and
developments covering all Parliament’s
financial processes), the implementation of
which will be completed in 2019.

Budget Item 1050 (Language and computer
courses) is a special situation:

On 8 March 2018, Item 1050 was brought back
to DG Finance – having been under the
responsibility of DG Personnel since 1 January
2018 – without any financial transaction being
carried out.

Together with the necessary reorganisation in
DG Finance, this situation led to a significant
delay in the processing of files still pending at
the end of 2018.

This resulted in a lower budget implementation
rate than in previous years and a high rate of
carryovers of final appropriations (89%).

USE OF AUTOMATIC AND NON-
AUTOMATIC CARRYOVERS FROM 2017
TO 2018

Automatic carryovers (type 2) :
Automatic carryovers to the financial year 2018
amounted to EUR 38 064 588. They increased
by EUR 5 144 723 compared with the previous
year (+15.6%).

 Carryovers for grants to European political
parties and European political foundations
(items 4020 and 4030) of EUR 12 715 891
were intended for the closure of the 2017
grants. They account for 33.4% of total
carryovers;

 Carryovers for Members’ travel expenses
(items 1004 and 1005) of EUR 10 920 392
account for 28.7% of total carryovers;

 Carryovers for parliamentary assistance (item
4220) of EUR 8 805 661 account for 23.1% of
total carryovers;

 Carryovers for investments in IT projects of
EUR 3 909 270 account for 10.3% of total
carryovers.

Payments made totalled EUR 26 867 118,
meaning that the utilisation rate for
commitments carried over was 75.8%. This is
slightly lower than in 2017 (81.3%), while
payments increased by EUR 2 099 383.

The following made up the bulk of EUR 9 197
469 in unspent appropriations:

 EUR 7.2 million for cancellations of
appropriations relating to final grants to
European parties and foundations (up by
EUR 4.2 million on 2017, an increase of
73%). As every year, the Bureau decision is
taken only after the closure of the financial
year, on the basis of verified financial
statements.

 EUR 1.6 million in unspent and cancelled
appropriations to cover travel expenses, the
use of which depends on claims submitted by
Members. Payment appropriations cancelled
in 2018 (17.5% of the total appropriations
cancelled) were unchanged from 2017.
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Non-automatic carryovers (type 6)
DG Finance had no non-automatic carry-overs
in 2018.

USE OF APPROPRIATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO ASSIGNED
REVENUE

Specific expenditure
appropriations/assigned revenue
At 31 December 2018, DG Finance had current
assigned revenue of EUR 3 366 145, down
EUR 544 727 (or 13.9%) on the 2017 figure.
The principal amounts recovered during the
year were under items:

 4220 (Expenditure relating to parliamentary
assistance) – EUR 1 214 000, or 36.1% of the
total: this is revenue from legal proceedings
following OLAF investigations and internal
controls;

 4000 (Administrative expenditure and
expenditure relating to the political and
information activities of the political groups
and non-attached Members) – EUR 1 197

000, or 35.6% of the total: this is funding
made available by Parliament and then
returned by the political groups and non-
attached Members (relatively unchanged
from 2017 to 2018);

Specific expenditure
appropriations/assigned revenue
carried over
DG Finance’s assigned revenue carried over
(types 3 and 5) amounted to EUR 3 436 235. It
was all duly committed and the payment rate
was 99.5%.

This revenue consisted of appropriations for
parliamentary assistance in connection with
local assistants (Item 4220), which accounted
for 49.8%, and for administrative expenditure
and expenditure relating to the political and
information activities of the political groups and
non-attached Members (Item 4000), which
accounted for 28.6%.

Appropriations increased by approximately
EUR 381 000 compared with 2017.
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4. Evaluation and effectiveness of
internal control, including overall
assessment of cost-effectiveness and
performance

4.1. Assessment of the
effectiveness and efficiency
of internal control
During 2018, efforts focused on implementing
the measures resulting from the survey carried
out in November 2017 to seek the views of the
staff of the directorate-general on the
application of minimum internal control
standards (MICS) in the day-to-day
management of operations, a highly valuable
exercise which will be renewed in 2019.

These consultation procedures highlighted the
importance of maintaining an effective control
framework in the directorate-general and of
offering staff an opportunity to voice their
opinions in a structured manner during a
difficult period.

The measures implemented in 2018 are set out
in detail in Annex V. Across the DG, the focus
was principally on:

 Improving internal communication in DG
Finance with the launch of its new intranet site
(FINSNET), the organisation of a ‘Town Hall’
meeting in Brussels for all staff from all sites,
regular communications from the Director-
General to all staff and the organisation of
cross-cutting workshops on specific subjects.
All these measures clearly encourage joint
consideration of the main challenges ahead.

 The importance of identifying and managing
risks by organising, in partnership with
Parliament’s Risk Manager, specific
workshops for DG Finance. These workshops
raised awareness, particularly among
managers, of the methodological framework
in Parliament, of the need for risk-mapping to
better adapt the controls in place and of the
specific risk of fraud.

 Workshops were organised specifically for
DG Finance to raise awareness of issues
relating to professional ethics. They were
well received and served not only as a
reminder of the regulatory framework to which
everyone is subject but also to focus on the
challenges specific to jobs in the DG.

In terms of improvements, two sophisticated IT
tools were made available to DG Finance in
2018 to facilitate controls: one to detect any
plagiarism and the other to consult large
volumes of data on legal entities.

Overall, the general arrangements for internal
control within DG Finance are adequate and
capable of detecting any anomalies, taking into
account the risk levels. The arrangements are
constantly being revised to take account of
changes in risks and the rules and the way
work is organised.
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4.2. Assessment of the costs
and benefits of the controls
In 2018, DG Finance managed a budget of
EUR 420 million (some 22% of Parliament’s
overall budget) in sensitive areas of activity. In
total, 1 701 financial transactions were
executed, including 1 482 payment orders or
regularisations (in 2017: 1 728, including 1 538
payment orders).

The controls are carried out in the first place in
the operational units and then by ex ante
verification staff. Operational management
includes the validation of each operation by a
staff member other than the one who initiated
it. This system applies to most operations
concerning Members’ social and financial
entitlements and overall provides an additional
degree of assurance.

In 2018, however, constant pressures on
human resources combined with the
implementation of the mobility policy and
natural mobility significantly affected the scope
of the controls carried out in certain sectors. In
some of them, continuity of service is currently
maintained at the expense of controls on the
legality and regularity of the underlying
transactions. These controls had to be adapted
to the resources available and focused on the
most critical risks. At the same time, the rate of
errors discovered at the ex ante verification
stage is increasing.

Ex ante verifications performed by the Budget
and Verification Unit concern not only the
budgetary transactions referred to above but
also:

1According to GEDA note D(2018)48673 ‘Internally generated intangible
assets’, which set out the average annual cost of staff.

 The upstream stages, such as procurement
procedures at various stages (a total of 23
cases in 2018) and the setting of entitlements
prior to certain recurring payments (old age
and survivors’ pensions under the old PEAM
rules and transitional allowances; a total of 83
cases in 2018).

 The downstream stages, such as pre-
litigation and litigation examination, in close
cooperation with the Compliance Monitoring
Unit (a total of 17 cases in 2018).

The verification team in the Budget and
Verification Unit has 6.6 FTE (one financial
administrator, five assistants and one contract
staff member). The annual cost is
EUR 560 420 EUR1, which represents 0.13%
of the budget managed.  The scope for carrying
out such controls, however, is restricted by the
many tight deadlines imposed by the rules in
force in this area.

Approximately 68% of DG Finance’s budget is
disbursed by means of batch processing. This
includes the payment of Members’ salaries,
general expenditure allowances and old-age
and survivors’ pensions under the old PEAM
rules, which are fixed amounts, hence the
targeted controls on changes in beneficiaries
from one month to the next and the possible
recovery of undue payments. It also includes
batch payments accompanied by very large
volumes of supporting documents (such as the
reimbursement of travel expenses and
parliamentary assistance expenses), on which
sample controls are carried out.

Approximately 1% of the budget is paid out on
the basis of individual reimbursements, such as
the reimbursement of Members’ training
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expenses, payments to non-attached Members
and to Members with disabilities, and
reimbursement of expenses incurred by
Bureau members. Although these transactions
are hardly representative of the budget as a
whole, a lot of work is required to verify their
legality and regularity.

The DG’s contract-based expenditure amounts
to only 3% of the budget, consisting mainly of
IT expenditure. Nevertheless, calls for tender
include key services for Parliament, such as
the contract with the travel agency that was
concluded during the year.

Around 15% of the budget is allocated to the
political groups under indirect-management
arrangements, and DG Finance’s oversight is
therefore limited.

Lastly, European political parties and
foundations receive 12% of DG Finance’s
budget. Files are checked at various stages of
the process: (1) upstream, when the maximum
grant is awarded and (2) at the end of the
financial year in order to establish the final
amounts of the grant.

During the year, 414 files (approximately 24%
of transactions processed) were modified
following ex ante verification (in 2017: 277 files,
16%). The comments mainly concerned
missing or erroneous supporting documents as
well as calculation errors. A large proportion of
the observations (around 80%) had no direct
financial impact.

It should be noted that approximately
EUR 700 000 in unduly paid parliamentary
allowances of various types was recovered by
means of deductions from monthly payments.
In addition, more than EUR 2.3 million in grants

and contributions to European political parties
and foundations was recovered in 2018 after
the end of the financial year 2017.

The main objective of the service is to carry out
quick and efficient checks on files, meaning
that the approach taken by verifiers requires a
degree of flexibility. In practice, it is difficult to
be flexible, given the multiplicity and complexity
of the underlying rules in the DG’s different
payment areas; in 2018, the key indicator of
processing time was 2.9 days (in 2017 it was
2.8 days).

The average time taken by DG Finance to pay
invoices (402 invoices in 2018) was 18.08 days
(slightly higher than the Parliament average of
17.65 days in 2018 and 15.87 days in 2017). A
total of 47 invoices were paid late, according to
the rules, but without giving rise to default
interest (compared to 23 invoices in 2017).

In general, the cost-effectiveness of the
controls in place is regarded as satisfactory,
but could be significantly improved if the
technological tools available provided more
advanced and integrated functionalities
(addressing the functional obsolescence of the
underlying IT applications), which the various
IT projects under way are seeking to do.

4.3. Summary of internal and
external audits
Two internal audit actions remain open: one to
bring forward the IMSM deadline for the
submission of Members’ travel documents, and
the other to remind the political groups to
forward employment contracts concluded for
periods of more than six months. Steps will be
taken in 2019 to bring them to a close.
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5. Statement of assurance

I, the undersigned, Didier KLETHI

Director-General of Finance,

hereby declare, in my capacity as authorising officer by delegation, that I have reasonable
assurance that:

 the information contained in the report presents a true and fair view;
 the resources assigned to the activities described in the report have been used for

their intended purpose and in accordance with the principle of sound financial
management;

 the control procedures put in place give the necessary guarantees concerning the
legality and regularity of the underlying transactions.

This reasonable assurance is based on my own judgement and on the information at my
disposal, such as the results of self-assessment and remarks by the Internal Audit
Service, as well as the lessons learned from the reports of the Court of Auditors for
financial years prior to that for which this declaration is being made.

I also confirm that I am not aware of any fact not set down herein that could be prejudicial
to the interests of the Institution.

However, the following qualifications/remarks should be noted: None

Done at Luxembourg

On 12/03/2019
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I. Budgetary implementation overview

FINS
Code Appropriation type Type de crédits EUR ou % Formule

Appropriations of 2018 Crédits 2018
A Initial appropriations Crédits initiaux 420.286.000,00
B Final appropriations Crédits finaux 405.069.000,00
C Commitments Engagements 403.701.465,41
D Commitments in %  of final appropriations Engagements en %  des credits finaux 100% D=C/B
E Payments Paiements 371.097.643,14
F Payments in %  of commitments Paiements en %  des engagements 92% F=E/C
G Cancellations of 2018 final appropriations Annulations de crédits finaux 2018 1.367.534,59 G=B-C-K

H
Cancellations appropriations in %  of final
appropriations

Annulations en %  des crédits finaux 0% H=G/B

Appropriations carried over
from 2018 to 2019

Crédits reportés
de 2018 à 2019

I Automatic carryovers from 2018 to 2019 Crédits reportés automatiquement de 2018 à 2019 32.603.822,27 I=C-E

J
Automatic carryovers from 2018 to 2019 in %  of
commitments

Crédits reportés automatiquement de 2018 à 2019 en
%  des engagements

8% J=I/C

K Non-automatic carryovers from 2018 to 2019 Crédits reportés non-automatiquement de 2018 à 2019 0

L
Non-automatic carryovers from 2018 to 2019 in %
of final appropriations

Crédits reportés non-automatiquement de 2018 à 2019
en %  des crédits finaux

0% L=K/B

Appropriations carried over
from 2017 to 2018

Crédits reportés
de 2017 à 2018

M Automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 Crédits reportés automatiquement de 2017 à 2018 38.064.587,77

N
Payments against automatic carryovers from 2017
to 2018

Paiements sur crédits reportés automatiquement de
2017 à 2018

28.867.118,42

O
Payments against automatic carryovers from 2017
to 2018 in %  of automatic carryovers from 2017 to
2018

Paiements sur crédits reportés automatiquement de
2017 à 2018 en %  des crédits reportés
automatiquement  de 2017 à 2018

76% O=N/M

P
Cancellations of automatic carryovers from 2017 to
2018

Annulations de crédits reportés automatiquement de
2017 à 2018

9.197.469,35 P=M-N

Q
Cancellations of automatic carryovers from 2017 to
2018 in %  of automatic carryovers from 2017 to
2018

Annulations de crédits reportés automatiquement de
2017 à 2018 en %  des crédits reportés
automatiquement de 2017 à 2018

24% Q=P/M

R Non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 Crédits reportés non-automatiquement de 2017 à 2018 0,00

S
Payments of non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to
2018

Paiements sur crédits reportés non-automatiquement
de 2017 à 2018

T
Payments against non-automatic carryovers from
2017 to 2018 in %  of non-automatic carryovers from
2017 to 2018

Paiements sur crédits reportés non-automatiquement
de 2017 à 2018 en %  des crédits reportés non-
automatiquement de 2017 à 2018

- T=S/R

U
Cancellations of non-automatic carryovers from 2017
to 2018

Annulations de crédits reportés non-automatiquement
de 2017 à 2018

U= R-S

V
Cancellations of non-automatic carryovers from 2017
to 2018 in %  of non-automatic carryovers from 2017
to 2018

Annulations de crédits reportés non-automatiquement
de 2017 à 2018 en %  des crédits reportés non-
automatiquement de 2017 à 2018

V=U/R

Assigned revenue in 2018 Recettes affectées 2018

W
Appropriations from assigned revenue in 2018
(current)

Crédits de recettes affectées courants 2018 3.366.145,07

X Assigned revenue carried over to 2018 Crédits de recettes affectées reportés à 2018 3.396.234,70

Y
Balance of commitments on assigned revenue
carried over to 2018

Solde des engagements reportés à 2018 sur crédits de
dépenses spécifiques sur recettes affectées

40.000,00

Z
Payments in 2018 against appropriations from
assigned revenue (current and carried-over)

Paiements sur crédits de recettes affectées 2018
(courants et reportés)

3.863.206,41

AA
Payments in 2018 against assigned revenue in %  of
assigned revenue in 2018 (current and carried-over)

Paiements sur crédits de recettes affectées 2018 en
%  des crédits de recettes affectées 2018 (courants et
reportés)

57% AA=Z/(W+X+Y)
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ANNEXES

II. 2018 Budgetary implementation overview
1. Current appropriations as at the end of December -

Financial year 2018 (nature 0)

2. Automatic carryovers as at the end of December - Financial
year 2018 (nature 2)

3. Non-automatic carryovers as at the end of December -
Financial year 2018 (nature 6)

4. Specific expenditure appropriations/assigned revenue as
at the end of December - Financial year 2018 (nature 7)

5. Specific expenditure appropriations/assigned revenue
carried over as at the end of December - Financial year 2018
(nature 5)

6. Specific expenditure commitments/assigned revenue
carried over as at the end of December - Financial year 2018
(nature 3)

7. Specific expenditure appropriations/external assigned
revenue as at the end of December - Financial year 2018
(nature 9)
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2018 (en EUR)

04

01...
010..
0100.

0101.

0102.

0103.

0105.

01000

01004

01005

01006

01007

01010

01012

01020

01030

01031

01032

01050

Total Titre  211.876.000,00 

PERSONNES LIEES A L'INSTITUTION
MEMBRES DE L'INSTITUTION

INDEMNITES ET ALLOCATIONS

COUVERTURE DES RISQUES D'ACCIDENT ET DE
MALADIE ET AUTRES CHARGES SOCIALES

INDEMNITES TRANSITOIRES

PENSIONS

COURS DE LANGUES ET D'INFORMATIQUE

INDEMNITES

FRAIS DE VOYAGE ORDINAIRES

AUTRES FRAIS DE VOYAGES

INDEMNITE DE FRAIS GENERAUX

INDEMNITES DE FONCTIONS

INTERVENTIONS SPECIFIQUES EN FAVEUR DES
DEPUTES HANDICAPES

INDEMNITES TRANSITOIRES

PENSIONS D'ANCIENNETE FID

PENSIONS D'INVALIDITE FID

PENSIONS DE SURVIE FID

COURS DE LANGUES ET D'INFORMATIQUE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

3.090.000,00-  208.786.000,00  208.099.582,42  99,67  14.176.665,86  193.922.916,56  686.417,58 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 43.377,13 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 62.088,42 

 21.368,60 

 28.982,11 

 50.149,49 

 112.398,34 

 261.861,43 

 28.274,24 

 77.917,82 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 77.125.000,00 

 68.500.000,00 

 6.200.000,00 

 40.213.000,00 

 185.000,00 

 2.923.000,00 

 805.000,00 

 960.000,00 

 11.540.000,00 

 310.000,00 

 2.315.000,00 

 800.000,00 

 0,00 

500.000,00-

 0,00 

700.000,00-

 0,00 

450.000,00-

100.000,00-

80.000,00-

640.000,00-

120.000,00-

400.000,00-

100.000,00-

 77.125.000,00 

 68.000.000,00 

 6.200.000,00 

 39.513.000,00 

 185.000,00 

 2.473.000,00 

 705.000,00 

 880.000,00 

 10.900.000,00 

 190.000,00 

 1.915.000,00 

 700.000,00 

 77.081.622,87 

 68.000.000,00 

 6.200.000,00 

 39.450.911,58 

 163.631,40 

 2.444.017,89 

 654.850,51 

 767.601,66 

 10.638.138,57 

 161.725,76 

 1.837.082,18 

 700.000,00 

 99,94

 100,00

 100,00

 99,84

 88,45

 98,83

 92,89

 87,23

 97,60

 85,12

 95,93

 100,00

 0,00 

 10.573.003,19 

 2.862.500,58 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 77.150,34 

 41.000,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 623.011,75 

 77.081.622,87 

 57.426.996,81 

 3.337.499,42 

 39.450.911,58 

 163.631,40 

 2.366.867,55 

 613.850,51 

 767.601,66 

 10.638.138,57 

 161.725,76 

 1.837.082,18 

 76.988,25 

 177.460.662,08 

 2.980.718,06 

 12.636.946,51 

 126.834,15 

 79.131,60 

 368.053,49 

Total Article

Total Article

Total Article

 192.223.000,00 

 3.728.000,00 

 14.165.000,00 

1.200.000,00-

550.000,00-

1.160.000,00-

 191.023.000,00 

 3.178.000,00 

 13.005.000,00 

 190.896.165,85 

 3.098.868,40 

 12.636.946,51 

 99,93

 97,51

 97,17

 13.435.503,77 

 118.150,34 

 0,00 

 686.417,58 Total Chapitre  211.876.000,00 3.090.000,00-  208.786.000,00  208.099.582,42  99,67  14.176.665,86  193.922.916,56 

01000

01004

01005

01006

01007

01010

01012

01020

01030

01031

01032

01050

0100.

0101.

0103.

010..

01...
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2018 (en EUR)

04

02...

021..

023..

0210.

0231.

0232.

0238.

02105

02310

02320

02380

Total Titre  7.134.000,00 

IMMEUBLES, MOBILIER, EQUIPEMENT ET DEPENSES
DIVERSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT

DEPENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF
COURANT

CHARGES FINANCIERES

FRAIS JURIDIQUES ET DOMMAGES

AUTRES DEPENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF

CHARGES FINANCIERES

FRAIS JURIDIQUES ET DOMMAGES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE
FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

390.000,00-  6.744.000,00  6.688.801,10  99,18  5.759.165,52  929.635,58  55.198,90 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 41.451,30 

 0,00 

 10.000,00 

 3.747,60 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 7.000.000,00 

 60.000,00 

 10.000,00 

 64.000,00 

350.000,00-

25.000,00-

 0,00 

15.000,00-

 6.650.000,00 

 35.000,00 

 10.000,00 

 49.000,00 

 6.608.548,70 

 35.000,00 

 0,00 

 45.252,40 

 99,38

 100,00

 0,00

 92,35

 5.734.851,68 

 11.329,84 

 0,00 

 12.984,00 

 873.697,02 

 23.670,16 

 0,00 

 32.268,40 

 13.747,60 Total Chapitre  134.000,00 40.000,00-  94.000,00  80.252,40  85,37  24.313,84  55.938,56 

02105

02310

02320

02380

023..

02...
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2018 (en EUR)

04

03...

030..

032..

0302.

0304.

0320.

03020

03049

03200

Total Titre  4.066.000,00 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS GENERALES
REUNIONS ET CONFERENCES

EXPERTISE ET INFORMATION : ACQUISITION,
ARCHIVAGE, PRODUCTION ET DIFFUSION

FRAIS DE RECEPTION ET DE REPRESENTATION

FRAIS DIVERS DE REUNIONS

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

FRAIS DE RECEPTION ET DE REPRESENTATION

FRAIS DE PRESTATIONS DE L'AGENCE DE VOYAGE

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

1.297.000,00-  2.769.000,00  2.747.256,57  99,21  933.602,15  1.813.654,42  21.743,43 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 0,00 

 896,00 

 20.847,43 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 186.000,00 

 2.230.000,00 

 1.650.000,00 

50.000,00-

117.000,00-

1.130.000,00-

 136.000,00 

 2.113.000,00 

 520.000,00 

 136.000,00 

 2.112.104,00 

 499.152,57 

 100,00

 99,96

 95,99

 95.383,94 

 408.715,94 

 429.502,27 

 40.616,06 

 1.703.388,06 

 69.650,30 

 896,00 Total Chapitre  2.416.000,00 167.000,00-  2.249.000,00  2.248.104,00  99,96  504.099,88  1.744.004,12 

03020

03049

03200

030..

03...
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2018 (en EUR)

04

04...

040..

042..

044..

0400.

0402.

0403.

0422.

0440.

0442.

04000

04020

04030

04220

04400

04420

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 197.210.000,00 

 420.286.000,00 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS SPECIFIQUES
DEPENSES PARTICULIERES DE CERTAINES
INSTITUTIONS ET DE CERTAINS ORGANES

DEPENSES RELATIVES A L'ASSISTANCE
PARLEMENTAIRE

REUNIONS ET AUTRES ACTIVITES DE DEPUTES
ET ANCIENS DEPUTES

DEPENSES ADMINISTRATIVES DE FONCTIONNEMENT,
ACTIVITES POLITIQUES ET D'INFORMATION DES
GROUPES POLITIQUES ET DES MEMBRES
NON-INSCRITS

FINANCEMENT DES PARTIS POLITIQUES EUROPEENS

FINANCEMENT DES FONDATIONS POLITIQUES
EUROPEENNES

ASSISTANCE PARLEMENTAIRE

FRAIS DE REUNION ET AUTRES ACTIVITES DES
ANCIENS DEPUTES

COUTS DES REUNIONS ET AUTRES ACTIVITES DE
L'ASSOCIATION PARLEMENTAIRE EUROPEENNE

DEPENSES ADMINISTRATIVES DE FONCTIONNEMENT,
ACTIVITES POLITIQUES ET D'INFORMATION DES
GROUPES POLITIQUES ET DES MEMBRES
NON-INSCRITS

FINANCEMENT DES PARTIS POLITIQUES EUROPEENS

FINANCEMENT DES FONDATIONS POLITIQUES
EUROPEENNES

ASSISTANCE PARLEMENTAIRE

FRAIS DE REUNION ET AUTRES ACTIVITES DES
ANCIENS DEPUTES

COUTS DES REUNIONS ET AUTRES ACTIVITES DE
L'ASSOCIATION PARLEMENTAIRE EUROPEENNE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

10.440.000,00-  186.770.000,00  186.165.825,32  99,68  11.734.388,74  174.431.436,58  604.174,68 

15.217.000,00-  405.069.000,00  403.701.465,41  99,66  32.603.822,27  371.097.643,14  1.367.534,59 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 0,00 

 566,15 

 373,50 

 603.235,03 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 63.000.000,00 

 32.447.000,00 

 19.323.000,00 

 82.000.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 0,00 

2.202.000,00-

238.000,00-

8.000.000,00-

 0,00 

 0,00 

 63.000.000,00 

 30.245.000,00 

 19.085.000,00 

 74.000.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 63.000.000,00 

 30.244.433,85 

 19.084.626,50 

 73.396.764,97 

 220.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 100,00

 100,00

 100,00

 99,18

 100,00

 100,00

 1.619.588,21 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 10.114.800,53 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 61.380.411,79 

 30.244.433,85 

 19.084.626,50 

 63.281.964,44 

 220.000,00 

 220.000,00 

 939,65 

 0,00 

Total Chapitre

Total Chapitre

 114.770.000,00 

 440.000,00 

2.440.000,00-

 0,00 

 112.330.000,00 

 440.000,00 

 112.329.060,35 

 440.000,00 

 100,00

 100,00

 1.619.588,21 

 0,00 

 110.709.472,14 

 440.000,00 

04000

04020

04030

04220

04400

04420

040..

044..

04...
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2018 (en EUR)

04

01...
010..
0100.

0101.

0105.

01004

01005

01010

01012

01050

Total Titre  11.342.545,21 

PERSONNES LIEES A L'INSTITUTION
MEMBRES DE L'INSTITUTION

INDEMNITES ET ALLOCATIONS

COUVERTURE DES RISQUES D'ACCIDENT ET DE
MALADIE ET AUTRES CHARGES SOCIALES

COURS DE LANGUES ET D'INFORMATIQUE

FRAIS DE VOYAGE ORDINAIRES

AUTRES FRAIS DE VOYAGES

INTERVENTIONS SPECIFIQUES EN FAVEUR DES
DEPUTES HANDICAPES

COURS DE LANGUES ET D'INFORMATIQUE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 11.342.545,21  11.342.545,21  83,88  1.828.853,70  9.513.691,51  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 8.690.975,12 

 2.229.416,63 

 41.963,86 

 13.161,89 

 367.027,71 

 8.690.975,12 

 2.229.416,63 

 41.963,86 

 13.161,89 

 367.027,71 

 8.690.975,12 

 2.229.416,63 

 41.963,86 

 13.161,89 

 367.027,71 

 91,62 

 60,50 

 98,81 

*******

 40,32 

 728.715,73 

 880.606,09 

 500,00 

 0,00 

 219.031,88 

 7.962.259,39 

 1.348.810,54 

 41.463,86 

 13.161,89 

 147.995,83 

 9.311.069,93 

 54.625,75 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Article

Total Article

 10.920.391,75 

 55.125,75 

 10.920.391,75 

 55.125,75 

 10.920.391,75 

 55.125,75 

 85,26 

 99,09 

 1.609.321,82 

 500,00 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  11.342.545,21  11.342.545,21  11.342.545,21  83,88  1.828.853,70  9.513.691,51 

01004

01005

01010

01012

01050

0100.

0101.

010..

01...

Reliquat de
Conversion
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2018 (en EUR)

04

02...

021..

023..

0210.

0231.

0238.

02105

02310

02380

Total Titre  3.974.773,49 

IMMEUBLES, MOBILIER, EQUIPEMENT ET DEPENSES
DIVERSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT

DEPENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF
COURANT

CHARGES FINANCIERES

AUTRES DEPENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF

CHARGES FINANCIERES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE
FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 3.974.773,49  3.974.773,49  98,56  57.179,21  3.917.594,28  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 3.909.269,72 

 16.419,77 

 49.084,00 

 3.909.269,72 

 16.419,77 

 49.084,00 

 3.909.269,72 

 16.419,77 

 49.084,00 

*******

 21,72 

 9,69 

 0,00 

 12.853,06 

 44.326,15 

 3.909.269,72 

 3.566,71 

 4.757,85 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  65.503,77  65.503,77  65.503,77  12,71  57.179,21  8.324,56 

02105

02310

02380

023..

02...

Reliquat de
Conversion
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2018 (en EUR)

04

03...

030..

032..

0302.

0304.

0320.

03020

03049

03200

Total Titre  689.912,49 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS GENERALES
REUNIONS ET CONFERENCES

EXPERTISE ET INFORMATION : ACQUISITION,
ARCHIVAGE, PRODUCTION ET DIFFUSION

FRAIS DE RECEPTION ET DE REPRESENTATION

FRAIS DIVERS DE REUNIONS

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

FRAIS DE RECEPTION ET DE REPRESENTATION

FRAIS DE PRESTATIONS DE L'AGENCE DE VOYAGE

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 689.912,49  689.912,49  91,36  59.633,76  630.278,73  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 30.819,14 

 337.520,62 

 321.572,73 

 30.819,14 

 337.520,62 

 321.572,73 

 30.819,14 

 337.520,62 

 321.572,73 

 61,23 

*******

 85,17 

 11.949,92 

 0,00 

 47.683,84 

 18.869,22 

 337.520,62 

 273.888,89 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  368.339,76  368.339,76  368.339,76  96,76  11.949,92  356.389,84 

03020

03049

03200

030..

03...

Reliquat de
Conversion
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2018 (en EUR)

04

04...

040..

042..

0400.

0402.

0403.

0422.

04000

04020

04030

04220

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 22.057.356,58 

 38.064.587,77 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS SPECIFIQUES
DEPENSES PARTICULIERES DE CERTAINES
INSTITUTIONS ET DE CERTAINS ORGANES

DEPENSES RELATIVES A L'ASSISTANCE
PARLEMENTAIRE

DEPENSES ADMINISTRATIVES DE FONCTIONNEMENT,
ACTIVITES POLITIQUES ET D'INFORMATION DES
GROUPES POLITIQUES ET DES MEMBRES
NON-INSCRITS

FINANCEMENT DES PARTIS POLITIQUES EUROPEENS

FINANCEMENT DES FONDATIONS POLITIQUES
EUROPEENNES

ASSISTANCE PARLEMENTAIRE

DEPENSES ADMINISTRATIVES DE FONCTIONNEMENT,
ACTIVITES POLITIQUES ET D'INFORMATION DES
GROUPES POLITIQUES ET DES MEMBRES
NON-INSCRITS

FINANCEMENT DES PARTIS POLITIQUES EUROPEENS

FINANCEMENT DES FONDATIONS POLITIQUES
EUROPEENNES

ASSISTANCE PARLEMENTAIRE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 22.057.356,58  22.057.356,58  67,12  7.251.802,68  14.805.553,90  0,00 

 38.064.587,77  38.064.587,77  75,84  9.197.469,35  28.867.118,42  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 535.804,19 

 7.967.439,69 

 4.748.451,34 

 8.805.661,36 

 535.804,19 

 7.967.439,69 

 4.748.451,34 

 8.805.661,36 

 535.804,19 

 7.967.439,69 

 4.748.451,34 

 8.805.661,36 

 87,92 

 44,19 

 42,29 

*******

 64.716,80 

 4.446.377,00 

 2.740.347,05 

 361,83 

 471.087,39 

 3.521.062,69 

 2.008.104,29 

 8.805.299,53 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  13.251.695,22  13.251.695,22  13.251.695,22  45,28  7.251.440,85  6.000.254,37 

04000

04020

04030

04220

040..

04...

Reliquat de
Conversion
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2018

01

03...
030..
0304.

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 40.000,00 

 40.000,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 40.000,00  40.000,00  54,69  18.124,42  21.875,58 

 40.000,00  40.000,00  54,69  18.124,42  21.875,58 

Total Poste  40.000,00  40.000,00  40.000,00  54,69  18.124,42  21.875,58 

 21.875,58 Total Article  40.000,00  40.000,00  40.000,00  54,69  18.124,42 

Total Chapitre  40.000,00  40.000,00  40.000,00  54,69  18.124,42  21.875,58 

03049

0304.

030..

03...

.



Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 0,00 

 0,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00 Total Poste  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00  0,00 Total Article  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

DG FINS Situation des CrÃ©dits reportÃ©s non-auto. (6) Exercice: 2018 (en EUR)

EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:51 Page 01 /01

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles



DG FINS Situation des crÃ©dits de dÃ©penses spÃ©cifiques/RA Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:52

2018 (en EUR)

03

01...
010..
0100.

0101.

0103.

01004

01006

01010

01030

01031

01032

Total Titre  0,00 

Frais de voyage ordinaires

IndemnitÃ© de frais gÃ©nÃ©raux

Couverture des risques d'accident
et de maladie et autres charges sociales

Pensions d'anciennetÃ© (FID)

Pensions d'invaliditÃ© (FID)

Pensions de survie (FID)

Poste IntitulÃ© Virements CrÃ©dits
an. cumulÃ©s.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 759.174,51  759.174,51  445.096,13  58,63  0,00  445.096,13  314.078,38 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 123.604,82 

 187.109,84 

 0,00 

 3.363,72 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 123.604,82 

 187.109,84 

 323.646,41 

 122.087,24 

 2.540,12 

 186,08 

 123.604,82 

 187.109,84 

 323.646,41 

 122.087,24 

 2.540,12 

 186,08 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 323.646,41 

 118.723,52 

 2.540,12 

 186,08 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 100,00 

 97,24 

 100,00 

 100,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 323.646,41 

 118.723,52 

 2.540,12 

 186,08 

 0,00 

 121.449,72 

 310.714,66 

 3.363,72 

Total Article

Total Article

 0,00 

 0,00 

 310.714,66 

 124.813,44 

 310.714,66 

 124.813,44 

 0,00 

 121.449,72 

 0,00 

 97,31 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 314.078,38 Total Chapitre  0,00  759.174,51  759.174,51  445.096,13  58,63  0,00  445.096,13 

01004

01006

01010

01030

01031

01032

0100.

0103.

010..

01...



DG FINS Situation des crÃ©dits de dÃ©penses spÃ©cifiques/RA Exercice:

Page 02 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:52

2018 (en EUR)

03

03...
030..
0304.
03049

Total Titre  0,00 

Frais de prestations de l'agence de voyages

Poste IntitulÃ© Virements CrÃ©dits
an. cumulÃ©s.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 195.902,72  195.902,72  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  195.902,72 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 195.902,72 Total Poste  0,00  195.902,72  195.902,72  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 03049

03...



DG FINS Situation des crÃ©dits de dÃ©penses spÃ©cifiques/RA Exercice:

Page 03 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:52

2018 (en EUR)

03

04...
040..

042..

0400.

0422.

04000

04220

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 0,00 

 0,00 

DÃ©penses administratives de fonctionnement,
 activitÃ©s politiques et d'information des
grpolitiques et des membres non-inscrits
  

DÃ©penses relatives Ã  l'assistance
parlementai

Poste IntitulÃ© Virements CrÃ©dits
an. cumulÃ©s.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 2.411.067,84  2.411.067,84  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  2.411.067,84 

 3.366.145,07  3.366.145,07  445.096,13  13,22  0,00  445.096,13  2.921.048,94 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 1.197.162,62 

 1.213.905,22 

Total Poste

Total Poste

 0,00 

 0,00 

 1.197.162,62 

 1.213.905,22 

 1.197.162,62 

 1.213.905,22 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

04000

04220

04...



DG FINS Situation des credits reportes dep.spec RA Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:50

2018 (en EUR)

03

01...
010..
0100.

0103.

01006

01030

Total Titre  566.355,17 

INDEMNITE DE FRAIS GENERAUX

PENSIONS D'ANCIENNETE FID

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engagements

 566.355,17  566.355,17 *******  0,00  566.355,17  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

 557.143,42 

 9.211,75 

 557.143,42 

 9.211,75 

 557.143,42 

 9.211,75 

*******

*******

 0,00 

 0,00 

 557.143,42 

 9.211,75 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  566.355,17  566.355,17  566.355,17 *******  0,00  566.355,17 

01006

01030

010..

01...

CrÃ©dits
disponibles



DG FINS Situation des credits reportes dep.spec RA Exercice:

Page 02 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:50

2018 (en EUR)

03

03...
030..
0304.
03049

Total Titre  136.205,84 

FRAIS DE PRESTATIONS DE L'AGENCE DE VOYAGE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engagements

 136.205,84  136.205,84 *******  0,00  136.205,84  0,00 

 0,00 Total Poste  136.205,84  136.205,84  136.205,84 *******  0,00  136.205,84 03049

03...

CrÃ©dits
disponibles



DG FINS Situation des credits reportes dep.spec RA Exercice:

Page 03 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:50

2018 (en EUR)

03

04...
040..

042..

0400.

0422.

04000

04220

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 2.693.673,69 

 3.396.234,70 

DÃ‰PENSES ADMINISTRATIVES DE FONCTIONNEMENT,
ACTIVITÃ‰S POLITIQUES ET D'INFORMATION DES
GROUPES POLITIQUES ET DES MEMBRES
NON-INSCRITS

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engagements

 2.693.673,69  2.693.673,69 *******  0,00  2.693.673,69  0,00 

 3.396.234,70  3.396.234,70 *******  0,00  3.396.234,70  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

 983.125,75 

 1.710.547,94 

 983.125,75 

 1.710.547,94 

 983.125,75 

 1.710.547,94 

*******

*******

 0,00 

 0,00 

 983.125,75 

 1.710.547,94 

04000

04220

04...

CrÃ©dits
disponibles



DG FINS Situation Credits de depenses specifiques (nature 9) Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 16/01/2019 Ã  06:54

2018 (en EUR)

01

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral  0,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
an.prÃ©cÃ©d.

CrÃ©dits
an. cumulÃ©s.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles
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III. List of exceptions - derogations from the rules
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EXCEPTIONS TO PROCEDURE
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DECISIONS TO MAKE AN EXCEPTION TO THE AP PLICABLE PROCEDURES AND RULES

D O C U M E NT
R E F . ,  F I N O R D
R E F . ,
C O N T R A CT ,
E T C .

R E L E V A NT
A U T H O R I S I N G
O F F I C E R S U B JE C T A M O U N T

V E R I F I E R S ’
O P I N I O N
F A V O U R AB L E
W I T H
S T A T E M EN T / U N F
A V O U R A BL E

V E R I F I E R S ’  O P I N I O N
JU S T I F I C A T I O N

D E C I S I O N
R E L E V A NT
A U T H O R I S I N G
O F F I C E R

D E C I S I O N  JU S T I F I C A T I O N

PE/ITEC-DIT-
rFIS12-LOT1-
Rank1-AV/5

DG (DK)
Provision of IT development and
deployment for FMS

Max. EUR
6 500 000

Favourable despite
negative PPF
opinion

Additional contract considered to
accord with the principle of sound
financial management.

DG (DK)

Several
Expenditure
Authorisations
(EAs) concerned
(48)

HoU (OML) Professional training for Members EUR 21 655.83

Favourable on the
basis of a note for
the authorising
officer’s file.

Referral a posteriori
Budgetary commitment made on 15
March 2018 following the transfer of
the budget line from DG PERS to DG
FINS.
Expenditure incurred in the period 1
January to 14 March 2018 without a
budgetary commitment.
Situation not attributable to DG
FINS authorising officer.

HoU (OML) Validation of the relevant EAs

EA 886/113 DG (DK) General expenditure allowance EUR 48 132.00 Favourable DG (DK)

Implementation of the decision by
the SG to cancel, with retroactive
effect, the suspension of payment
decided by the authorising officer
by delegation.

EA 560/316 HoU (WH) Non-attached Members EUR 3 000.00
Unfavourable
opinion - Comment
01/18

Not in accordance with Article 1.1.3
of the rules on the use of
appropriations from Budget Item 400
and Article 57(2) FR concerning
conflicts of interest

HoU (WH) Cancellation of EA

EA 560/358 HoU (WH) Non-attached Members EUR
2 247.29

Favourable opinion
- Comment 02/18

Not in accordance with Article 1.1.1
of the rules on the use of
appropriations from Budget Item 400
prohibiting indirect financing

HoU (WH)

Validation of EA on the basis of
an explanatory note from the
authorising officer (different
interpretation of the rules,
background and proof of absence
of double payment)

EA 5092/28 HoU (OML) Professional training for Members EUR
6 416.58

Favourable
opinion -
Comment 03/18

Not in accordance with Article 3(1) of
the general provisions for
implementing the rules on language
and computer courses (uncertainty
about the distinction between tuition
fees and subsistence expenses)

HoU (OML)

Validation of EA due to
insignificant financial impact
(amount paid limited to the
available surplus in the maximum
allocation)
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EA 5092/67 HoU (OML) Professional training for Members EUR 1 029.00
Favourable
opinion -
Comment 04/18

Not in accordance with Article 803(1)
of the general provisions for
implementing the rules on language
and computer courses (no mention of
the bank account on the invoice and
no other evidence concerning
banking particulars)

HoU (OML)
Validation of EA because there
was no doubt that these costs were
incurred by the Member.

WAIVERS/CANCELLATION OF DEBT WAIVERS/CANCELLATION OF AMOUNTS RECEIVABLE

RECEIVABLE WAIVER/CA NCELLATION PROCEDURE S

D O C U M E NT
R E F .
F I N O R D  R E F . ,
C O N T R A CT ,
E T C .

R E L E V A NT
A U T H O R I S I N G
O F F I C E R

S U B JE C T A M O U N T A U T H O R I S I N G O F F I C E R ’ S  R E AS O N S  F O R  W A I V E R / C A N C E LL AT I O N

RO 795/202 DG (DK) Parliamentary assistance expenses -EUR 20 138.69 Favourable
Judgment of the General Court (T-
634/16-MONTEL)

Implementation of SG’s decision
to apply the CJ decision.
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IV. Results of  ex post assessments
Ex post controls, within the meaning of Article 74(6) of the Financial
Regulation, are carried out by the Budget and Verification Unit of DG
Finance.

Due to staff shortages, no ex post verification programme was
established for the year 2018.

.
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V. Assessment of the implementation of the minimum internal control standards
Having surveyed staff at the end of 2017 with regard to the application
of some of the Minimum Internal Control Standards (MICS) in the day-
to-day management of operations using iCAT (internal Control
Assessment Tool), DG Finance identified areas for improvement for
seven of the eight MICS about which questions had been asked, and
adopted a short- and medium-term action plan:

Ethical and organisational values (MICS 2)
. Allocation of staff and mobility (MICS 3)
. Risk management process (MICS 6)
. Operational set-up (MICS 7)
. Processes and procedures (MICS 8)
. Supervision by management (MICS 9)
. Document management (MICS 11)

This annex reflects the progress made in 2018 and the actions still to
be implemented. A new iCAT survey will be carried out at the end of
2019 in order, in particular, to measure the impact of the actions taken
on staff. In order to complete the evaluation of the implementation of
the minimum internal control standards, a specific questionnaire was
sent to all heads of unit in DG Finance at the end of 2018.

The results show that the internal control framework is still functional
despite staff shortages and a significant level of operational risk.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT SUMMARY TABLE

STANDARD ACHIEVED ALMOST PARTLY STARTED TO BE
STARTED/N.A .

Section 1: mission statement and values

1. Duties

2. Ethical and organisational values

Section 2: Human resources

3. Allocation of staff and mobility

4. Staff assessment and development

Section 3: Planning and risk management

5. Objectives and performance indicators

6. Risk management process

Section 4: Operations and control activities

7. Operational set-up

8. Processes and procedures

9. Supervision by management
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STANDARD ACHIEVED ALMOST PARTLY STARTED TO BE
STARTED/N.A .

10. Business continuity

11. Document management

Section 5: Information and financial reporting

12. Information and communication

13. Accounting and financial information

Section 6: Evaluation and auditing

14. Evaluation of activities

15. Evaluation of internal control systems

16. Audit reports
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COMMENTS ON THE OUTCOME OF THE ANNUAL SELF-
ASSESSMENT OF MICS PERFORMANCE

The comments below are limited to MICS which received specific
attention during the year. For MICS whose implementation had been
considered ‘achieved’ during the previous year, there was no
development in 2018 which called this assessment into question.

Standards assessed as ‘achieved’ - good practices
MICS 12: Information and communication

Principle: In-house communication is necessary in order to enable
management and staff to carry out their duties, including internal control
duties, in an efficient and effective manner. The confidentiality of the
data and the integrity of the information systems used and/or managed
by each directorate-general must be ensured. Ad hoc procedures for
reporting suspected improprieties and potential internal control failings
must be introduced alongside the option of talking to one's direct
superior and must be brought to the attention of all staff members. No
staff members who comply with this reporting obligation may be
subjected to unfair or discriminatory treatment as a result.

In 2018, DG Finance made substantial efforts to significantly improve
internal communication.

These efforts resulted in particular in:

- The launch of the new intranet site of DG Finance (FINSnet), which has
become a key communication channel.

- Organisation of a ‘Town Hall’ meeting in June for all staff from the DG’s
two sites in Brussels, encouraging joint consideration of the main
challenges ahead.

- Communications from the Director-General sent throughout the year to
all staff.

- Organisation of workshops on specific topics (data protection,
awareness of fraud risks and risk management, ethics, etc.) across the
DG.

- Continuation of the work of a horizontal working group on the
identification of areas where cross-checking of information is deemed
necessary.

Standards assessed as ‘almost achieved’ - further work
required
MICS 2: Ethical and organisational values

Principle: Management and members of staff must be informed of the
relevant ethical and organisational values. They must commit to those
values and act in accordance with them at all times, including when
taking decisions.

Each directorate-general must ensure that its staff are fully aware of
the rules governing personal conduct and conflicts of interest and
the provisions on preventing and reporting irregularities and fraud.
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The survey had indicated positive results with regard to raising
awareness of fraud detection and ethical and integrity requirements. The
majority of staff consider themselves to be aware of the requirements in
this area and are satisfied about the raising of awareness of these issues
within the Directorate-General.

However, in view of the high level of risk inherent in the areas of DG
Finance, complementary actions were carried out in 2018, namely the
organisation of a dedicated pilot workshop tailored to the specific needs
of the Directorate-General in this area, giving priority to exchanges
between colleagues.

As this initiative was welcomed by the participants, it will be repeated
regularly in DG Finance. In parallel, a space dedicated to this topic will
be developed via FINSnet.

MICS 3: Allocation of staff and mobility

Principle: Staff allocation and recruitment are based on the
directorate-general’s objectives and priorities. Management will
encourage mobility and will take it into account in human resources
planning, with a view to striking the right balance between continuity
and change.

Questions relating to this standard covered the match between
qualifications and responsibilities, and between human resources and
priorities, including individual workload and internal mobility within the
DG.

Overall, DG Finance’s staff consider that the tasks entrusted to them are
in line with their qualifications, which is essential in view of the technical
nature of the jobs in DG Finance.

In terms of workload, the picture is more varied. Overall, however,
business continuity is assessed as broadly guaranteed in most units,
which operate a back-up system and bring organisational arrangements
into line with workload and with the experience and professional
development of staff.

However, the implementation of internal mobility in 2018 disrupted many
services which had to internally reorganise themselves under duress and
improve mentoring for newcomers.

The following actions remain to be implemented:

- Adopting as a general principle the use of the mentoring system to
support newcomers (guidelines, training and support). This principle is
already applied in some units but is difficult to comply with when units are
understaffed.

- Establishing accompanying measures for those affected by the mobility
exercises (guidelines, good practices, promotion of the interdepartmental
secondment scheme).

MICS 6: Risk management process

Principle: A risk management procedure in keeping with the relevant
rules and guidelines must be included in the annual work programme
and updated as necessary.
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Risk management is recognised by a very large majority of DG Finance
staff as useful and necessary (95%) and, more importantly, as currently
being an integral part of the work of the units, in particular in the decision-
making process.

However, a number of respondents considered that their superior did not
sufficiently involve them in assessing risks and that the scope and
intensity of the controls in place were not always proportionate to the
seriousness of the risks.

In this context, workshops specific to DG Finance were organised for
managers in 2018 (although not exclusively for them) in partnership with
Parliament’s Risk Manager. These workshops drew attention to the
importance of risk identification and management, with particular
emphasis on the risk of fraud. As a result, attention was drawn to
Parliament’s methodological framework for risk management.

The following actions are envisaged to improve the implementation of
this standard:

- Organisation of risk mapping by the units in order, in particular, to
facilitate matching controls with the level of risks identified (already
carried out in some units in DG Finance);

- Systematic awareness-raising for newcomers (rules in force, training
available).

MICS 7: Operational structure

Principle: Each directorate-general’s operational set-up must provide for the
degree of delegation required in order to ensure effective decision-making.
Each delegation of powers must be clearly defined in scope, must be
proportionate to the importance of the decisions to be taken and the risks

attached thereto, and must be notified in writing. Each directorate-general
must draw up a list of sensitive posts. The risks associated with those posts
must be dealt with by means of mitigation procedures and, where necessary,
by means of staff mobility.
Appropriate IT governance arrangements must be introduced.

For the majority of staff, the nature and extent of the delegated tasks and
powers are clear and tasks and responsibilities are delegated effectively
by the line manager. A very large majority of staff also feel that they are
aware of the sensitivity of the job.

The only point for improvement that emerged from the survey concerned
the management of sensitive posts by DG Finance. Staff expressed
mixed views as to whether that management substantially reduced the
risk of fraud and conflicts of interest.

The revision of the procedure for the evaluation of sensitive posts at
Parliament level which had been scheduled for 2018 was postponed.
Once the new methodology is in place, a specific communication to staff
will then have to be considered.

MICS 8: Processes and procedures

Principle: Each directorate-general must use efficient and effective
processes and procedures to carry out and monitor its work. Those
processes and procedures must comply with the relevant rules and be
properly documented, and the documentation must be kept up to date
and made available to the relevant staff. They must include
arrangements ensuring that duties are properly segregated and that
prior approval is given for any exceptions to control requirements or
departures from procedures and policies. All such exceptions must be
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duly documented and substantiated and approval must be given at an
appropriate level.

The majority of staff confirmed that the main procedures of relevance to
their work were documented and user-friendly and that they contributed
to them. However, improvements could be made as regards the degree
of updating and accessibility of the procedures.

Staff stated that they knew how to act when a question was not in keeping
with the rules or departed from established procedures, but views were
more mixed when it came to the justifications for and documentation of
these exceptions. As for management, the vast majority of managers are
convinced that recording exceptions helps to improve the internal control
framework.

In 2018, a large number of units in DG Finance completed and/or
updated their manuals of procedures; a number of them have developed
Wiki pages to share information better within teams.

For the purpose of recording exceptions, notes for the file are in common
use. Exceptions are identified centrally by some units.

In order to ensure more harmonised implementation of this standard, the
establishment of a common framework for recording exceptions in
authorising units and a central register of exceptions remains to be
implemented.

MICS 10: Business continuity

Principle: Appropriate steps must be taken to ensure business continuity in
cases where a staff member is absent or has been replaced, procedures
are changed or new IT&C systems are introduced.

Business continuity plans must be introduced in order to ensure that
Parliament is able to cope with any major disruption to its operations.

A key point is that the majority of staff considered that they could be
replaced in the event of unforeseen absence.

On the other hand, the existence and suitability of the procedures to
ensure continuity of service (back-up and handover) seemed to be a
point requiring improvement. Feedback from respondents pointed to a
lack of resources which makes it difficult to implement comprehensive
and effective procedures.

In 2018, given the staff shortages in many units of DG FINS, the
introduction of this standard is not considered to have been achieved.
Encouraging versatility could be a good practice; but, when the workload
is seriously excessive, the limitations of this solution soon become
apparent.

As regards handovers, and in the context of the implementation of the
mobility policy for ASTs, the Director-General duly passed on to all
members of management the Secretary-General’s instructions to
systematically draft a note/file to facilitate business continuity when staff
leave (Note GEDA (2018) 30915 of 25 July 2018).

MICS 11: Document management

Principle: Appropriate procedures and processes which comply with
the relevant legislation must be introduced in order to ensure secure
and effective (in particular in terms of finding the necessary information)
document management in each directorate-general. They must cover
both hard-copy and electronic documents.
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Each directorate-general must record all incoming and outgoing mail in
order to ensure that deadlines are properly monitored, and must
maintain a comprehensive and up-to-date filing system to which the
relevant staff have access.

The results for this standard were generally satisfactory. Staff have
confirmed that they have a good knowledge of the rules and procedures
governing document management. The vast majority of them consider
that important e-mails are systematically registered.

However, the practical application of these rules and procedures
required some improvements (e.g. Specific safeguards for paper
documents and management of sensitive and confidential documents).

For 2018, it should be noted that some units now use the JIRA system,
which allows full traceability of how requests are processed.

In addition, DG FINS also worked on accompanying measures for the
future document management system, ERMS.

The definition of a line of conduct/good practices on the various topics
covered (processing of important/confidential data, safeguarding of
paper documents, etc.) and its communication by the DG to all staff still
have to be implemented.

Standards assessed as ‘partly achieved’ or ‘started’ –
weaknesses and practices
None

Standards assessed as ‘to be started’ or ‘non-applicable’
None
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VI. Activity indicators 2018



Annexe VI - Activity  indicators

Direction Unité Thématique Métrique 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Comments
Budget Number of transfers approved 80 72 65 55 65 2018: C transfers: 11; P transfers: 7; S transferts: 47
Budget Take-up rate of appropriations 99,0% 99,1% 99,1% 99,0% 99,66%
Financial statements Number of financial statement treated 149 270 350 358 362

Financial statements
Average time period for processing requests for financial
statements (days) N/A 3,81 2,63 2,51 3,28 2018: one agent responsible on long term sick leave

Administrative works Number of emails treated 4.027 3.500 7.150 6.500 6.020

Payments

Average time in days between the receipt of the payment orders
and the sending of the corresponding payment instructions to
the bank (working days) 1,5 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0

Payments

Time period between the payment instructions given to the
bank and the receipt of the funds by the Parliament's
Information Offices (working days for payments in EUR /
working days for payments in other EU currencies) 1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2

Payments

Average time period between the receipt of invoices and the
sending of the invoices to the competent Authorising Officer's
Services (working days) 1 1 1 1 1

Miscellaneous
Number of observations by the Court of Auditors on the
financial accounts of Parliament 0 0 0 0 0

Helpdesk Number of questions in writing 224 191 240 237 195
Helpdesk Number of registered questions outside helpdesk 21 27 40 14 28
Training Number of regular training courses (and participants) 74 (640) 65 (617) 57 (553) 56 (613) 61 (579)
Training Number of participants to specific training sessions 45 272 298 260 LUX: 116

BXL: 149
STB: 16

2018: Chiffres relatifs aux formations ad hoc sur le cycle
général de la dépense, aux formations spécifiques (info
sessions on the new Financial Regulation).

Training Number of trained staff by DG FINS-CFU trainers N/A A.B: 150
A.M: 168
E.T: 106
L.S: 151

A.B: 194
A.M: 113
E.T: 132
L.S: 110
J.L: 25
N.S: 18

A.B: 66
A.M: 128
E.T: 123
L.S: 85
J.L: 142
N.S: 71

TP: 21
AB: 4

AM: 126
ET: 162
LS: 134

JL: 63
NS: 71

Public procurement Number of files treated by Public Procurement Forum 18 25 27 23 25
Public procurement Number of referrals for opinion exceptional negotiated

procedures
17 12 10 10 8

Miscellaneous Number of overrulings recorded 10 11 21 16 24
Miscellaneous Pct of invoices paid outside the applicable deadlines 12% 6% 8% 6% 7%
Miscellaneous Total amount of interests paid* €14.863 €5.595 €2.476 €2.351 €3.606
Miscellaneous Average time period for payments (days) N/A 16,9 16,8 16,7 17,7
Salaries Number of MEPs receiving the statutory salary 1.176 738 738 739 740
Salaries Number of "opt-out" MEPs 13 13 13 12 11
Transitional allowance Number of beneficiaries of transitional allowance 359 356 37 15 23

Pensions
Number of beneficiaries of invalidity pension (PEAM Annex
II) 4 4 4 4 2

Pensions Number of beneficiaries of survivor's pension (PEAM Annex I) 44 43 41 32 36

Pensions
Number of beneficiaries of retirement pension (including
survivors) (PEAM Annex III) 386 395 392 397 401

Pensions
Number of beneficiaries of the additional pension scheme
(including survivors) (PEAM Annex VII) 720 813 842 757 768

Pensions
Number of beneficiaries of "old age scheme" (statutory
pensions schemes) 22 144 170 191 210

Pensions
Number of beneficiaries of "survivors scheme" (statutory
pensions schemes) 12 15 18 19 24

Insurance Accidents: Number of claims initiated 14 11 13 9 13
Insurance Accidents: Number of claims closed 15 5 8 5 1
Insurance Accidents: Number of pending claims 13 24 20 24 12
Insurance Theft and loss: Number of claims initiated 22 23 21 23 18
Insurance Theft and loss: Number of claims closed 21 27 19 16 14
Insurance Theft and loss: Number of pending claims 1 3 6 6 4
Insurance Repatriation: Number of claims initiated 6 19 3 9
Insurance Repatriation: Number of claims closed 7 13 4 4
Insurance Repatriation: Number of pending claims 4 10 0 4
MEPs with disabilities Number of beneficiaries 6 5 5 6 6
Medical expenses Number of claims processed 2.747 1.732 3.080 3.537 3.642
Medical expenses Number of MEPs in opt out" situation 59 55 54 45 54
Medical expenses Number of insurance cards issued 962 2.733 23 42 17
Miscellaneous Number of bank accounts (MEPs) under management 6.758 3.612 3.688 3.740 3.992
Miscellaneous Number of Recovery Orders 25 10 14
Miscellaneous Number of corrections (compensations) 5 20
Parliamentary assistance Number of regularisation files treated 1.225 510 591 497

Parliamentary assistance
Parliamentary assist. allowance for local assistants (new
introductions and modifications of files - all except invoices) 11.898 12.798 14.906 15.513 14.368 New wording

Parliamentary assistance
Parliamentary assist. allowance for local assistants (new
introductions and modifications of files - invoices) 11.792 11.708 12.528 11.529 12.104 New wording

Parliamentary assistance New contracts with validation of side activities of the assistants n.a. n.a. 436 403 416 New indicator

Parliamentary assistance Number of payments for local assistants (January to December) 42.118 42.278 41.703 40.900 41.169 New wording / better data
Parliamentary assistance Files modifications and new contracts of accredited assistants 2.401 2.444 3.671 3.595 n/a service transferred to DG PERS
Parliamentary assistance Files missions "three places of work" 8.991 10.442 11.123 11.444 n/a service transferred to DG PERS
Parliamentary assistance Files missions "outside three places of work) 3.880 4.661 5.176 5.067 n/a service transferred to DG PERS
General expenditure allowance Number of payments of General Expenditure allowance 10.340 9.086 9.054 9.008 9.039
General expenditure allowance Amounts deducted from General Expenditure allowance 468 369 474 349 420
Miscellaneous Number of accountancy orders FINORD established 139 143 173 187 133
Miscellaneous Number of Recovery Orders 8 18 13

Miscellaneous Number of non-contentious recoveries (compensations and
established entitlements)-similar transactions to RO 311 195 400 * compensations only

Settlement/Cash office Total number of records of expenses 216.153 232.731 226.745 219.463 219.610
Settlement/Cash office Total amount of settlements €71.047.866 €71.340.970 €71.477.851 €70.323.562 €70.987.070

Settlement/Cash office Number of negative adjustement notes 1.165 172 80 73 7
Settlement/Cash office Total amount of negative adjustement notes €234.954 €30.908 €25.552 €17.407 €2.329
Settlement/Cash office Number of positive adjustement notes 547 59 9 2 0
Settlement/Cash office Total amount of positive adjustement notes €52.165 €5.471 €1.402 €217 €0

Settlement/Cash office Number of corrections vs number of operations 0,1% 0,04% 0,03% 0,00%
Settlement/Cash office Amount of corrections vs amount of operations 0,05% 0,04% 0,03% 0,00%

Automation
% of automated process without claim for reimbursement
needed. 40,1% 41,41% 41,53% 44,11%

Risk management
% of record of expenses reviewed in a specific transversal
analysis 0,5% 1,3% 1,1% -

this indicator is no longer adapted to the unit's
management needs.

Settlement/Cash office Total amount regularised €73.789.481 €71.055.041 €72.695.954 €69.934.694 €70.063.296
Imprest payments Total number of bank transfers executed 34.043 44.404 48.539 49.861 51.820
Imprest payments Total number of accounting entries 3.411 3.157 3.202 2.748 2.986

Imprest payments
Average delays in the payment: admissible reimbursement
requests presented (days) 5 5 7 8 12

Staff turnover, insufficient number of human resources ,
as well as the increased workload due to new projects
undertaken by the unit have resulted, in 2018, in a
significant increase in the average delays in payments.

Imprest payments Average delays in the payment: BCD invoices (days) 4 4 4 4 4
Miscellaneous Number of Recovery Orders 0 3 4
Travel Organisation S. Airline tickets 41.323 50.954 51.327 53.032 56.786
Travel Organisation S. Refund airline tickets 7.034 7.705 7.072 6.631 8.384
Travel Organisation S. Rail and Ferry tickets 56.994 67.836 61.648 61.758 69.194

Travel Organisation S. Refund rail and ferry tickets 6.380 7.253 6.457 8.424 14.031

Refunds for rail have increased considerably, due to
procedural changes so that cancellations of chartered
Thalys trains are more traceable, no real change in
workload only reporting

Travel Organisation S. Hotel bookings 16.126 16.350 18.137 17.047 17.498
Travel Organisation S. Refund hotel bookings 1.296 1.086 1.447 1.494 1.392

Budget Unit

Accounting and
Treasury Unit

Central Financial Unit
(CFU)

Directorate A

The trend deomonstrates a decrease in the actual number
of recovery notes, which corresponds with the actual
procedures for control before making a payment.

Directorate C

Travel Organisation
Service

Directorate B

Members' Salaries and
Social Entitlements

Unit

Parliamentary
Assistance and

Members’ General
Expenditure Unit

Members’ Travel and
Subsistence Expenses

Unit

2018 data not available from the insurer at the time of
drafting.



Travel Organisation S. Car rental 2 3 11 4 3

Non-attached Members Number of reimbursment claims submitted

393 373
Non-attached Members Number of payments 366 348

Financing of political structures Number of agenda points in the Bureau meetings 14 14

European political parties and
foundations

Timeliness : following the Bureau decision taken end year N-1,
the pre-financing payment shall be effected at the beginning of
the bugdetary year N 15/01/2015 12/01/2016 11/01/2017 12/01/2018

Political Groups
Number of days elapsed between the Bureau decision and the
payment of appropriations 11 2 9 8 10

The financing decision  by the Bureau for the European
parties and foundation for financial year 2014 were made
in January/February of the years concerned.

Directorate C

Travel Organisation
Service

Political Structures
Financing Unit
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VII. Key results indicators 2018
Gestion des processus financiers et budgétaires au Parlement européen

Axe Indicateur de
performance

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Efficience
globale des
processus
financiers au
Parlement
européen

Taux
d’utilisation
des crédits

99.0% 99.1% 99.1% 99.0% 99.2%

Délai moyen
de paiement

18.8 jours 16.9 jours 16.9 jours 16.7 jours 17.7 jours

Pourcentage
de paiements
tardifs
(nombre de
paiements
tardifs)

10.0%
(2 153)

6.1%
(1 294)

7.8%
(1 706)

6.4%
(1398)

7% (1622)

Montant des
intérêts de
retard /
Montant total
des paiements

0.002% 0.001% 0.0004% 0.0004% 0.0006%

Nombre de
formations
financières
(nombre de
personnes
formées)

74 (640) 65 (617) 57 (553) 56 (613) 61 (579)

Nombre
moyen de
personnes
formées par
formateur
interne

N/C 144 99 90 N/C

Nombre de
dossiers
traités par le
Forum
Marchés
Publics

18 25 27 23 25
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Services aux Députés

Axe Indicateur de
performance

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Support aux
activités des
Députés

Délai de
traitement des
demandes de
fiches
financières

N/C 3.8 jours 2.6 jours 2.5 jours 3.3 jours

Nombre de
transactions
financières
liées aux
activités des
non-inscrits
(ligne
budgétaire
400)

N/C 675 496 372 371

Support direct
aux Députés

Délai moyen
de réponses
aux demandes
d’information
introduites
auprès du
Portail des
Députés

N/A N/A < 1 jour
ouvrable

< 1 jour
ouvrable

< 1 jour
ouvrable

Nombre de
plaintes
relatives à
l’agence de
voyages /
Nombre total
de
transactions

N/A 0.05% 0.026% 0.033% 0,037%


